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CHAPTER I
IKTRODUCT IOS
THE ; ' -OPLKM ; The general ounos? of this study Is to investi-
gate the validity of certain types of sxibject matter in Mathemati-
cal Aptitude Tests, In general two tynes of subject matter are
considered: (1) sense material based on ability to learn, and (?)
non-sense material based on ability to learn, Fraphesis is placed
on the consideration of material MMi on ability to learn because
there is some doubt as to whether past experience in a subject has
much relation to ability to learn M* ideas and principles la the
same subject.
'"/'• IY TF-: ^mBL^:[ /,<- C--QSV-; ifost of the scholastic aotitude
teste that are aval lable at present have been found to be weak in
their sections on aathemstl ce . The writer is acquainted with
three instances There the makers of scholastic aptitude tests re-
ceived such oor results on the raathematic section of their test
that the sections were discarded so as Mi to affect the validity
of the If— I ill lift composite score of the test. As mentioned in the
problem above, there is some doubt m to whether past experience
in mathematics has much relation to ability to leern new kinds
of mathematics in school. For exam le, it is a well known fact
that many persons are able to do simole exercises in arithmetic,
and yet when they are confronted with some new everyday oroblem
in mathematics, they ;;ive up in dispalr.
It nee.:>s reasonable to assume tart an arithmetic test based on
ability to learn might produce a higher correlation with success in
mathematics than oth«r tests that are b?sed on past exT>*>rlenee
.
The antheaatie ssctions mentioned or the previous page that
were discarded in other general aptitude tests, were constructed
to measure one*s ability to solve exercises and problems based on
sense material, alone . In this study there will be an attempt to
determine objectively whether sense or non-sense material is the
better in testing rne«e ability to lerm mathematics.
aimer of, EBBgagp
A. i'here are a number of standardised arithmetic tests on the
market at present, all of which are breed on past experience. The
New Stanford Arithmetic, Form V, was selected for this study.
A mathematical test designed to measure only ability to learn was
constructed, in this study. It Is ' 5 ;hly improbable that any of
the pupils tested knew anything about the latter test which VaS con
struct ed by the writer (appendix). A tabulation of the 7th and £th
Jflii average arithmetic marks were also made and correlated with
the sense material and non-sense material of the Fnfield Aptitude
T*»st in Mathematics (title of ability to lesra test constructed).
a. Ha -jig ; The two tests were administered to 20k pupils who
entered the ninth 0MA£* The six t4ti of scores obtained were
correlated in this study to deters? ne the valve and reliability of
the "nficld Aptitude Test in mathematics.
C. AU'XrirX^tAT IP:-- OF T™TS : The three tests wer» administered
on thre- different days in one -week by seven teachers who -**re in
charge of the assembly roosss for th* entering pupils in the ninth
grrde. Conditions were made as oonstant as possible in regard to
time, light, location, ventilation, etc.
CKAPTEH XI
I EVELOPSOTT AND CRITIC ISM OF KSHTM,
cn*ma ii
I)EVFL0P5:' ;'?T? OB CTtlTlCIPH OF T*!°T8
MMnft testing got its start about 35 or ho ye«rs ago ar*! has
been carried on with Improvements u- to the present day. Koat of
the earlier tests were similar to our present day achievement tests.
They were single tests which were concerned mostly with motor and
sensory processes. Bone of the early tests measured memory while
others such as those by Rlnet-^lsion and by Ebbin;-haus, were devised
to measure the hi gher mental processes.
The r sodera method of combinin - scorer from groups of tasts,
given at one time, to obtain a composite score was not in existence
curing the early experiments in the field of mental testing. In
order to administer single tests of the early movement, it was
necessary to obtain experienced, exoert proctors to administer each
teat to individuals. Buch a limitation prohibited their universal
use. Again the early tests were not standardised as there was no
valid method by which the test scores could be compared with other
measures of achievement. Thus the reliability of the early mcntnl
tents 7as uncertain.
The early interest in mental testing* really began in 1?95. hut
It was not until 1905 that a general interest began in mental test-
ing. Since the close of the world % rr, mental testing has become
very popular end is used very extensively in business, school, and
colleges to determine ability and capacity for work.
Individual differences are recofjni zed today an vital forces
for ones success In l?fe. 7he first testing for individual differ-
ences was <*one in by C-nlton1 am! ir. 1*90 by Cattell1
. These
and other prominent men at the time recopnized the existence and
importmce of Individual differences. About the snmetiae that
Catfccll was doing work in education,, the Araeric-n Psychological
Association1 gave a series of tests to students at different colleges
for the purpose of measuring individual differences.
The first comparison of mental teste was made by 7. L. Bolton1 in
1S91 when he compared tests on meraory with school aarks. In 139k
Gilbert 1 compared tests of sental capacities. The results obtained
by Ollbr-rt were later confirmed by Seashore1 in 1*99.
In Europe eoae of the early Pioneers of mental testing vers
k. Gearn, rbbinghaus, Erue^er, Spearaan, 0 niton, Pearson. and Stern.
It ras in that Oehrn1 published a report on a few tests which
dealt with perception. The score? of his experiments were corre-
lated by -"rueger1 and Spearman1 and found to rnnr-e from .Vi to .69
in some cases. This was really the first successful testinp that
gave fairly high correlations when compared.
Sbblnghaus 1 invented a completion test in 1^97 whi ch ei::;ed
at measuring intellectual fatigue. Pis experiments led hia to
believe that the hirhest intellectual activities ere the combining
act ivl tier, of the mind. His tests proved valuable as a Measure of
general intellectual capacity but not as a measure of intellectual
fatigue.
The PtttUtt of xsost of the early testing **ere found to be neg-
ative when compared with other measures. This unreliability of
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of tests resulted in a decrease of interest in testing imtil Binet 1
brought forth his first intelligence test in 1905. He gave a
series of tests to measure general intelligence. No other psych-
ologist had previously tried tMs type of experimenting and bo the
test received considerable attention. The purpose of the Binet
test was to measure the mental capacity in relation to chronolog-
ical development of the individual. The chief faults with the
test were: (l) that it was a single test and required experienced,
expert persons to administer to each individual taking the test;
and (2) that being a single test it would take considerable time to
administer it to a large groun.
MODERN ARITHMETIC TESTS
THE ROGER' S TEST OF MATHEMATICAL ABILITY
p
An analysis of the Roger's Test of Mathematical Ability shows
that the test contains three different kinds of mathematics. Two
of the three tyoes assume that the candidate has no orevious
knowledge of the examoles or method of solution. The third tyoe
of mathematics in the test has to do with solving algebraic exer-
cises, and this part of the test does assume a knowledge of alge-
bra. Therefore two-thirds of the Roger's Test of Mathematical
Ability tends to measure ability to learn new tynes of exercises
in mathematics, while one-third of the test tends to measure at-
tainment of algebra learned in the past.
The complete test consists of nine pages which are divided so
that four pages are devoted to olane geometry, two pages to alge-
bra, and three pages to interpolation. Of the four pages on
-6-
geoKjetry, t??a contrin drawings, facts, etc. to be studied in order
to be able to solve the twelve geometry problems on the other tt?o
pages. The drawings and facts may be referred to while doinLs the
problems. The two pa^es of the test that are designed to measure
algebra contain eleven end seven exercises respectively. The
three pages on interpolation consist of one pare of complete di-
rections with sample examnles and two pages of twenty exercises
each.
THE T': TAJTORE ARITHMETIC r:ST
.
PORT 'g
The Sew Stanford. Arithmetic Test 3 Fora w for ^Trades 2-9 con-
tains forty exercises in arithmetic reasoning and. sixty exercises
in arithmetic eoam.it at ion . The test is well planned and the ex-
ercises are of high quality. It is, however , a test of attain-
ment and does not tend to measure one's ability to le?>rn arithme-
tic.
the' ..-
;
xta?i a? [;rry^? tj^I, F(k:. a
The advanced arithmetic test of the ?'etro">olitsn Achievement
Test*
1
" Form A for grades £ contains ei hty exercises in arithmetic
fundamentals and fifty-five exercises in arithmetic problems.
Klxty-five minutes are allowed ni -51a in ?jrades %m6 and ninety-
five minutes for grades 7-!?. The primary purpose of the test is
to measure achievement and so does not mersnre ability to learn
arithmetic.
rag sohq]
j
l j -Q-CLARK-: ctm " ?p>
The r-clKjrling-Clark-Potter Arithmetic ?eet5 Form B revised for
grades 5-1? ccntrdns ninety exercises and ten problems in arith-
snatlc. The test places a ,^reat de^l of emphasis on the four
fundamentals of arithmetic and also gives special attention to
exercises in fractions, decimals and percentr«fe. Form A revised
for grades 5-12 contains the s^me number of exercises, but the ex-
ercises are more difficult than those in Form B. Both tests tend
to measure knowledge and retention in arithmetic and not ability
to learn.
COH?AS cJ f>;S;TO' T^STS ET ATHTHHFTIC, FORT A
The Compass Survey Test in Arithmetic^ Form A for grades 2-4
contalns one hundred fifteen exercises in the four fundamentals
of aritiuuetic. The test takes twenty-five minutes to administer.
The Form A for grades contains forty exercises in the four
fundamentals of arithmetic, ten exerciser in percentage, and ten
exercises in general problems. The test takes thirty-five minutes
to administer. Both tests measure o»f.t knowledge and retention in
arithmetic
.
OTIS GROU - IKTKLLI-^TilCS SCALE7
.
fOM 8
The arithmetic section of Form I of this intelligence test
devotes tvo pages to mathematics. One page contains twenty problems
in the four fundamentals of arithmetic. The other page has two geom-
etric figures end twenty problems which Bliilff observation and
clear thinking about these two finjures. The page on fundamentals
tends to measure knowledge and retention in arithmetic learned in
the oast, while the second page might be raid to measure ability
to observe and make note of the observations.
ggg §ggf alpha aR'jhv f\a;-.ihArrow
The mathematical section of the Army Alpha arouo Fxaminati on J
contains twenty problems on the four fundamentals of arithmetic
and twenty exercises on interpolation. The section is rurely a
teat r>f Malt atBiviiBife.
THE ISRHAS TEST OF MTTfTAL ABILITY.
J.
The Tenaan Hrcmp Test of Mental Ability
1
-'' Ferns A for grade*
7-12 contain* a section on arithmetic which h&a twelve nroblesss
in the four fundamentals of arithmetic 'and a few problems on ratio
and on percentage. This test also HMWM knowledge and retention
in arithmetic learned In the past.
The HatJonal Intelligence Test10 ?ec.le B, Form 2 contain*
thirty-t-'o exercises on the f our fias&asentals of arithmetic and
include*, fractions and t'aclasis. The lest ie well planned, but
it also ttoc- sure© only retention of ^ t knowledge of arithmetic
All recent developments of raent.nl testing have been Barely
attempt* to predict specific abilities, -aptitudes, or capacities.
They hav-'. tended to measure specific ability rather than to measure
general interest, in ord'*r to predict future accoanl i shaents. There
are available an ever increasing number of aptitude t^gts which
-re constructed to forecast abilities in certain subjects with fair
success. In order to pass successfully a raod^m standardised
mental t --t t it is '"ell known that one saist rely a ,^re"t deal on
pact experience. The recent aptitude test for Thirsing is a prac-
tical exri-r le of an aptitude test as it is concerned aostly with
natter that has not been previously learned.
The relatively poor results obtained by tests based on past
experience to predict success in life, and the fair success obtrinsd
to date by testing- of ability to learn, hpp ected as a stiaulus in
this atucty of preparing s test to nanpure ability to learn arith-
metic.
CHAPTER III
TMa study was nade in the High ^hool of Afield, Connecti-
cut.- This town is situated on the Sast brnk of the Connecticut
Hlver, Jupt below bon^iaeadow, Uaasachusetts. It has approxiEsate-
ly 13.5 ! :' inhabitants, and it la mndc up of thr«e vill^es, tilMily
Ihotaps -nville, Hasjarr'vllle, and ^cJtlco.
rhorjpoonvllle, where the Vnfield Hi,---h School ia located, is
the itffMrt borough in tlK- term. It ia | progressive, lllilMUIil.
resident i- 1, and agricultural center in the Connecticut vlley.'
There arr five raanuf acturing firss in : honpaonville which Include
the r'dp:-~'lo-:" c*nforc' Carpet Company the Internft ionel Casket
hardware <.o:+nmy. The Carpet Co^any r] one ermloys 35^0 sen. The
school enrollment at present in Tnfield 5 n -bout 3000 with 3"n
additional -u--ils attain* the parochial school . '"hp educationsi
appropriation sr.oh yenr is about 1200, X30.
'">'
;
< \ r : TJX. : atMTY T£ X_X_ ;-"
!
--"^ f " this
attertpt to determine whether sense arterial or non -e°nse natrri nl
is the better to t*at ores ability to learn mathematics, grouna
of exaaolea ?md problems were, constructed, on mathematioa that
pH$Ell IMtfirfHj hi r;h school • w*re supposed to knew nothing about.
At the beglnnl rg of each pase of the test are directions, and in
302&C c.;i'--r, a triple- examples., which explain bo* to do the orobletia
or example* which follow. we . outside experience, other than tbe
students acquired ability to. listen, to follow directions, to be
able to re anon, nnd his willingness to do his best, »ill help the
pupil In this teat. rmiy on««B ability to leera aatheantics nlll
help him actuarially to obtain a hijb ^cor*9 .
Before attempting to eonotruct an Ability to Learn Arithmetic
7 est, the writ^ gave considerable study to the Ability to l»e-rn
Tent? alree.dy made available by ch-rles ?. HcDonnell11 of rest
Springfield, Massachusetts and by Dr. Harry H. 01ick*? of the Mass-
achusetts r tste College. The test mr.de by Kr. ?TcT.6nnell, however,
does not cent r in anything about ability to learn astheaatics.
At first a teat VM aade eontniriisv: two peges of sense actcrl-
al and t*o pages of noxweiise mat- rial. Of the t^o pages of noi>-
eense aaterial, one pa®» cents ined an Idas with exnamles ~hich
were original, while on the other p-
.; the idea was original but
the li^uree to atibatnntia? e the idea were taken froa e test book
1^
on gen-">r<l science. '
(!) In the exsa^le belo-* have a eerie? of nuab-^rs.
r the figure £ occurs, oul^J ly the nuaber befor? it by g
this product to the nuaber foilcaring the *?rite the
*ar the" 5 in the exaarole. 7 -->' -11 the nurabers that ere be-
e P^vcrrT fi-rrure 5»e, find
enc^ of the suss of the fir
a in the example.
(*) 'artificial Tnble of ri stances
1000 ^iles equals - ' nro :rn?i
"3ty i ".hf>ro "rarie e* urls one r.eon
The Planet Mercury is aeid to b~ 36,000,000 alles fron the
nun. T!o*r aany Atiaos is !!-ercury from the <3un?
-11-
The t~o pages on sense material consisted of a principle taken
from a standard test 1
*4
", and of examples tnken from a ninth grade
text on mathematics. 5
SAMPLES
:
(1) In the examples below you ar« to exrmine each ro?' of
numbers and find out how the numbers are made up.
Then on the dotted lines write the two numbers that
co rue next
.
(a)
(b)
9 la 15
32 23 2^ 20 16
21
12
(2) An equilateral triangle is a figure having three (3)
connected sides. All three sides are eoual and all
three angles are equal.
The ares of any right triangle is found by taking one-
half of the base multiplied by the height of triangle.
If a line is drawn from the to of an equilateral tri-
angle, bisects the base, and is peroendicular to the
b?se, then the ecuilat-rr.l triangle becomes divided
into two (2) right triangles.
In this drawing are 2 equilateral
triangles ABC and ADC. 'The line SM
divides AC into two equal parts,
(bisects it)
The side AC equals 85 inches.
The line SB ecuals 7 inches.
Fin dl the area of epch of the equi-
lateral triangles.
In all four pages the writer attempted to have certain prin-
ciples and examples that wotild not be too difficult, nor too easy,
and yet examples that any pa&tl entering the ninth grade would
not be familiar with.
This original test of four pages -was mimeograohed ani admin-
istered to a ninth grade algebra group of 35 puoils. Each psge
— Up*
was taken separately, and when three an-ila of the group had
finished the first pej?e r^.d held up their hands, the time woe
noted for the page with a stop wat'-h rrd recorded . Three addltl niv-
al ainutcs were allowed for the ethers to finish after the tiae
was reoorded. A •iaiil/.r procedure w: r. followed for thr ether three
pages
.
With this data collected, s2a ?-:'ditional p-£es of exr-nles
were aude. The procedure followed In the MfctOg of the first
four p?.£es wee again followed. Of th^se six pa.;es, three contain-
ed Ideas and examples taken from a text on $ensral science** nnd
froai a - art on ninth grade algebra. ^ These six pagee were adaln-
1 st : r »?. 1 •. rr t fly t : another nev :roue of ^5 pu" lis. ?he **?o~
cedure .tot tisi n ^ er ; c ::! ^.age M«n' loia- - bore : \ - aadn follo^e".
(1) 'U£ht Trian vlr is a plane 'figure h?wing 3 angles and 3 con-
nected sides. One of the angles 1~ a Pi pht *n ;le (Pas 90 de-
tsr.-cG ;
.
: .? of a i ;ht 1'ri :n,;l. .1; J - in uultiplyina; ttr Pr «e
of the figure by the Height end then dividing the product by
two (2).
In a Right Trl nngle If the Ssee e- v...- Is 7 Inches read the
Hei-.-ht equals 10 "inches, find the area.
(2) In the ex-male belcpr, you hnwe an algebraic expressin. You
are to substitute the rombT v ine given for eech letter
and then ^orSr out the exes-ale as you would in rrithnetic. -
If a»2, b»p, d*l, c-5
I - 111 i ?j-^i-3 Jt _r 1
(3) In dealing with pulleys, if we want to find out whether
pulleys ar<* a help to m^n in ''o3t
;
-
rork, we rauet; find out
the Mechanic c-1 Adv^nta^e (ia. A. ) of the mlleya. This M. A.
maybe different in many pulleyR. The Kechsnicl Advent'; e
of any pulley may be found by counting the sun orting strands
of rop e in the pulley. (The ropes that hold uu the load
)
Strands of rone 1, 2, 3, and }4 support
or hold Wp the load but number 5 st»ancl
does not hold uo the load. Therefore
the ?£. A, of thTs mlley ie *W
A review of the results obtained so fa* showed that some of.
the examples were too difficult, and others gave evidence that some
pspil* were familiar with cert sin examples from previous experi-
ence. The writer then decided to revise mort of the pages and
try a new test. Since the review of results showec that certain
pa t; ss of the teat had examples that «ere too difficult for the
puoila to -do in a reasonable length of time, new and easier ex-
amples were introduced that would acquaint the rmpila with the
n«? facts and ideas that were to follow. The more difficult problems
on the svnc principle were placed on the following page. The ex-
amples that gave evidence in the rosi;lts of previous knowledge by
certain ou oils, were replaced by new exar.oles. These new examples
V«rt constructed from ideas taken from a ninth grade btisiness
arithmetic text.10 ( f*ec IpuWKfll
j
In revising the test the Titer kept in mind the fact that
the test must contain examples that all pir>il8 entering the ninth
grade could do, examples that only the bright puoile could do,
and some examnles that none could finish in the allotted time.
pupil would be able to get a pert rot score, m£ yet all should
pcore on certain peg©* of the test.
This revised test MM administered to t-o different ninth
grade groups of 35 at the seas time. All conditions were nade
comparatively nutttt. The procedure for recording tirae mention-
ed above was used again for each of the ten new pages and record*
ti when only one of the brighter pupils in each group had finish-
ed a page. In order to time these I en new p.- gee, it necessary
to use a double school period. The writer, feelln;; that 70 min-
utes was to© long a time tc expect a pupil entering the ninth
grade to concentrate and do his best, decided to divide the test
into two parts, namely, Part > A* and Part •
.
Part contains fire pages of exr^ples, three of grhieh test
,
ability to learn sense material and two pe&eg which test ability
to learn non-sense amterial. Port •S* contains three page© de-
signed to t-.-st ability to learn c <:.: r_.t'-rial r-rlthnetic and t'.'o
pages to test ability to learn nonsense oat crial 1 rithm^tic ex-
amples.
ill preliminary work in this study was tried oiit ^ith pupil©
who had been in the ninth grade about three months. This mm
necessary because the %ml was constructed primarily for pupil©
entering kl-.h school.
?he directions for. sdmlnist erin the te«t MM made very simple
for the person giving the test and for the students to understand.
The students are told that the test la not about What they already
know, but rath©* of their ability to lerm new kinds of mathematics,
.'hey arc further told not to get discouraged if they find the
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examples difficult because no pupil is expected to get all of the
examples correct. Each xmvil is told to do his best.
(See Appendix)
The directions also instruct the person giving the test to
read the directions on each page aloud and slowly, while the pupils
read them to themselves.
As Part 'A« and Part «B« each take 35 minutes to administer,
they have to be given on separate days whenever the test is used.
The complete test is made tip of ttfe&INi pages, each of which
begins with directions, and some of which include examoles.
The first page of the test is designed for tabulating the students
name, age, last grammar school attended, and scores for each section.
The complete test and directions for administering it will be found
in the apoendix.
TEST BY SECTIONS :
On the second page of the complete test (appendix) is set forth
a principle in non-sense material which is designed to test a pupils
power of observation and ability to follow directions. Each example
consists of a numerical expression of eighteen figures in a horizon-
tal row. The pupil is told that whenever the figure § occurs in the
expression, he must multiply the figure preceding it by $. Then he
must divide the sum of these products bj the difference between the
sum of the first six figures in the expression and the sura of the
last six figures in the expression.
Section A, Part 2a of the complete test (appendix) presents
definitions, a samole problem, and some examples concerning
-1"-
measurement end well papering f rooms. The sample problem
explains in detail the procedure to follow.
SA:*PLF: Find the number of double rolls of «all ptper
needed to paper t r ,oa 14 ft. long, li ft. wide,
and 6 ft. high, allowing for £ windows Z$ ft.
wide and J d ors Z ft. 3 in. wide.
ESfiO&l Total perimeter 14 » f 14 » f l;tf f l£»{." = r,Z*
Total width of openings 1 >: ; = 7« .
.„
iXZ* - 7i» * 14 i
f
Net perimeter 68* minus 14 J' * "8i*
fiecuired strips of paper 28 i - 1$ a RSr/l or £€
Number of strips in a double roll 4S* - 8i s 5
Number of rolls needed 16 - 5 S^/l or C for ans.
Section A, Part 2 b of the complete test (t. -endix) h..r to
deal with the measurement, laying, end cost of room carpets* An
explanation and a simple problem also begins this ptge. There
are three additional nftvples in wall papering included in this
page.
SAMPLE* Find the number of yards of Brussel carpet needed
to cover a room 16* 1 1S>»
.
METHOD: IE - £\ - &fz or 7 strips needed.
7 (: ^ * Bf*/l or B yards needed is the answer.
o
Section A. Part 8 of the complete U-st (a pendix) is con-
cerned with artificial examples in simple algebra, in the
directions at the head of the page are found the meaning and
value of the vslous letters used in the examples. Section A,
Part Z assumes a fair degree of understanding and ab.'lLly to
follow directions. There are examples on this page.
SAMPLE* When the letter 'a 1 follows a number it means that
the number is to be multi lied by itself. Thus 5a
e< uals £ 5.
When the letter b» folloiss a nuuber it aeens that
the number is *orth only one-half of its value.
Ihus 6b is e ual to ?.
-17-
SAMPLES CONTINUED
When the letter »x' follows a number it reduces
the value of the number by two.
Thus 3x is equal to 7.
When the letter 1 y 1 follows a number it increases
• the number by one-half of itself.
Thus 5y is equal to 7-^.
When two letters follow a number as 'ab' or 'xy 1
,
one letter at a time should be worked; that is,
follow the rule above for »a' first, then with the
answer that you obtain follow the rule for the
second letter ' b 1 .
Thus 3ab equals Q\ divided by 2 or 32.
Section A, Part h of the comnlete test (appendix) presents pro-
blems in which the relationshin of a series of numbers in a horizon-
tal row is to be determined and then the series completed.
£wo sample examples are given with nine others to be solved.
SAMPLES: (a)" 3 6 9 12 15 .Jv. ,f|.
(b) 32 28 2^ 20 16 .1?..
Section B, Part I of the complete test ( aooendix ) deals with
a table of artificial distances. There are eleven problems which
start off with easy ones and lead xxo to the more difficult ones.
Each problem requires the pupil to change one unit of artificial
distance into another unit. Puoils are allowed to r*»fer to the
table at the head of the page.
SAMPLES : TABLE OF DISTANCES
1000 Miles eaunls one Sherogram.
34 Spherograms equals one Oeon.
Wf aeons equals one Atmo.
22 Atmos ecualn one Orbi
.
EXAMPLES ; (a.) 6000 Tiles eouals how many Spherograms?
(b) 235 Geons equals how many Atmos?
(c) 3.117 Atmos eauals how many Miles?
CHAPTER VI
COLLECT TO!? OF DATA
-In-
sect ion ft, Part 2e of the complete test (appendix) has to do
with finding the Mechanical Advantage of five different pulleys.
The procedure for finding the Mechanical Advantage of any pulley
is stated at the beginning of the page along with a samole oroblem
which is worked out in detail. The samole -problem is also explain-
ed on page 13 of this chapter.
Section E, Part 2b of the complete test (appendix) contains
three examples on the working of milleys. One of the examples
deals ^ith the amount of a load that can be raised, another con-
cerns the amotmt of rope pulled in raislri ;'c a load with pulleys, •
and. the third example has to do with the distance that a load will
leave the ground using pulleys. The problems assume a knowledge
of how to find the Mechanical Advnnt- ; ge from Section B, ?art ?.v
.
FACTS AED SAMPLE OH PULLEYS:
1 . The downward null on the end of the rone is eoual to the
weight divided by the M. A.
2. The weight raised is equal to the downward null multiplied
by the M. A.
3. The height that a load |U be raised off Of the ground is
equal to the amount of rope pulled divided by the M. A.
The amount of rone pulled is o ual to the height that the
load, is raised multiplied by the •'. A.
Find the M. I. in drawing *W .
Hef ering to the above facts about
pullers, if the load in drawing ' B'
is 93o nounric? what downward null will
be needed on the end of the rone to
raise this weight off of the grotmd?
Section B, Part 3 of the complete test (aopendix) presents a
table of artificial numbers called the Kandarion System of numer-
als. The "Arabic System is also mentioned in the table. Below the
table are examples In addition, subtraction, multiplication, and
division using the lisnderian System. The ounile are supposed to
refer freauently to the table for interpretation of the Mandarian
signs and symbols.
CHART
;
I
G T A
5
4=
7
L
8-
J 6 V
means addition
v means subtraction
— means multiplication
ihbb division
—Arabic numerals.
—11 and ari an Uumersis
SAMPLE
OAAQ
-L * L A
6 TAA
GL VTL
i 7J 0 x y
Section B, Part k of the complete test (appendix) consists
of examples of algebraic expressions and ecuations. A samole
example is present at the beginning of the page. The values of
the letters used in the eight examples on the page are also ;iven.
SAMi'LE: If a*»2, b=3, c=5, and d=l
CHAPT~R IT
COLLECT EOl Of TATA
A&ai nlstratlon of the Ability to Lepra Katheastlcs ?gst
.
After e few aore alterations and corrections the Ability to
Leero Mathematics Test for rmnils entering high school was ree/y
for real trial. Permission was obtained from the Principal of
the Tnfield TTigh School in Thompannville, Conneticut to KHUllalm
the test to the nm freshmen ole.se. On vondr<y of the third week
pft'-r school opened in Bepteraber T-?rt A of the Ability to
Learn Mathematics Test was* adalnistored to J??3 freshraen of the
Enfield !'i-;h School, The following Tuesday, Part B of the snae
test w>s ..;iven but only 215 freshraen were present to take the
second part. One week later the *Te?? r:tsnford Arithmetic Test was
iven but only 20*1- who had taken both parte of the Ability to Learn
Test M8I present.
?he Ability to Learn Mathematics Test was administ -red in
•even different classrooms in the sane building. Tn all seven
exasinii:,; classrooaa the test began at 1j15 and ended at 1:50.
The students were told that the results ~ould not count in their
daily marks, but that each trass expected to do his beat in order to
enable the principal and the teachora to ftiteTwine which students
needed extra help in aethemati.es.
The seven proctors were giver, the testa en' 1 direction sheets
a day In advance to fasili arise themselves with the procedure to
be followed. An attempt we? made to h-ve the work in;: conditions
In all eevcn exanlnlnr rooms as Ideal and act constant as possible
.
As far a.~ could be determined, no nttertote at cheating were de-
tected by the iroctorr. In charge.
Some of the puo 11a apreared to be nervcme, but on the whole,
siost of them trl«d to do their best. A few were fascinated or
amused by the non-sense exsnrelea arr- even seked the r-roctors to
discuss in class certain examples after class, ^ven thou.rh cer-
tain parts of the test wstm very easy, there were a few pupils
^•ho sat through the entire period without trying. These pv ils
more than likely had gome ability, but because they wanted to
leave school or because they never did learn Yim to study,
did very little on the three teste riven.
"cor' i;
;
the Ability to term 1 -tier ""est-— The scoring
of both parts of this test was a vry te^ioue. task. The scoring
was different for each page. One to two credits were privet:- for the
easy exan --lee and ?.s high as 10 or 15 credits were ./'iven for the
raore difficult problems and examples. The five pagec of each
section were corrected separately by the writer without any
outsicto a- ei stance.
The ••tr-.nford ^.rithaetla :--.-b One -reek after the AhiMty
to Usrs Mathematics Test was administered, the Kew Stanford Test
was given to the MM 20fc students. An atteaut was made to mads
the working conditions as ideal and constant as Possible in all
seven examining roons. The test wae riven in seven different class-
rooms on one day beginning at 1:15 ?. H. and lasting fifty minutes.
The students were told that the results weald not count in their
daily mark, but that each was expects to do his best in order to
—,)2—
enable the nrlncip?»l end the tenehera to determine which students
need extra help in arithmetic.
Accor in;: tc the observations of the seven proctors, the
majority of the students did their bo~t to cooperate and tried to
do all of the exoraples. ?To attesapts to cheat were detected. There
<?ere, however, a few students in each room who did little or noth-
ing in the t*»st. An investigation showed that in most cases these
-nip11s were ovr r-a/te boye of undeveloped intelligence or were oupile
?ho disliked school and ranted to leave.
rhe directions accompanying the teet w<*re followMl verbatim
using the exact time allotments and other regulations. The coa-
olete te t ssrith directions may be found in the appendix*
The special features of the tent and the procedure ar^ out-
lined as follows in the "Guide for Interpreting" published by the
'"orId ;?ook Company of Wow York:
I, Arithmetic Peesonlng-- The .guiding principles in the aelec-
tion of the problems in this pe.rt of the test ^ere that the pro-
blems :iSK*uld be worth while, that they should require r«»«.l inter-
pretative ability rod not be made difficult throu ;h mere computa-
tion, and that they should be so clearly stated that the test
would measure ability to think in quantitative terms; i.e. arith-
metic ability rather then chiefly e lanqwiflj function or verbal
intelligence.
"The problems in the revised test are arranged in so far as
possible to go fro~! problems involv n ; but a single arithmetic
operation rod a single dlscriminati n of method by the pupil to
those that involve several successive steps in their solution.
-2>-
1. Chrrles has 6 brown rabbits and 5 fci'N ones. Hew many
rabbits has he?
2. Jim has 20 cents tc spend for marbles. He is going to buy 2
et 3 cents each and epend the remainder for 2—cent marbles. *?ow
many will he get altogether?
3. "?hat is the cost of insuring a building valued at *2U,000
if it is insured for 130 per cent of its velue at the rate of 15
cents per -MOO of insurance?
Arithmetic Computation —- The selection of examples for
this part of the test was bpsed chiefly upon analysis of the lead-
ing textbooks and teste for the purpose of discovering all the
possible types of exen^Lcs. The results of these analyses vers
arranges in the form of an outline eho^irp the major tyoee of ex—
araples in each operation, together ritl r.ll the sub-typse . : xaunlee
were devised repren anting as many of these types as, in thr opinion
of four judges, were considered iaportent . These examples vere
tried out in representive schools, and the final selection of 3°0
items (60 for each of the five forms*) wns me.de on this basis.
"This pert of the tent ranges in every form of the battery from
simple primary combine.tione through successive degrees of complex-
ity to -the type of mathematics usually taught in the ninth grade.
"3» Preliminary ?ork in Ccnstmcti-n of Test .— The items of
each part irere arranged in order of difficulty at determined
by dats from several hundred children in schools located in New
fork, north Caroline, Iowa, and California. The pupils w«re
selected from such a s*ide range of territory In order that the
final srrengeaent of Items might not be too greatly influenced
by the particular content of the curriculum in any one school
system. Of course there Is no such thing so an order of arrange-
ment that Till be equally satisfactory for ell schools end for
every pupil. However, the wide variety of educational exposure
used In the try-out of this test insures a much better order of its
It eras than thet found in a number of current tests ^Mch. have been
arrrnr.ee. on the basis of data from a single school or from • sin-
gle community or ©t-.te.
"The method of procedure in determining the relative difficulty,
of items was rs follows; the test wnn ; :iven, as stated above, to
typical schools in representative sections of the country. ?!very
Item was treat!*! separately. Peveral hundred nu.nlls« scores on
each item were arranged by classes an the per cent of correct
answers confuted. The eeeond and third grades *are grouped to-
gether, likewise the fourth and fifth. All other grades were kept
separate. The sl«e of the percent e correct and the consistency
of its growth from the lower to the u er grs.des ^era the ;"-et -rain-
ing factors in the retention or rejection of en Item and in deter-
mining whT- It belonged in the teot.
"It was not feasible to make the difference in difficulty be-
tween successive it era© exactly const ent throughout the test. This
is not necessary in the type of test uMer consideration.
"Form V which was used in this study contains forty ouestions
in Arithmetic ler-sonimr and forty examples in Arithmetic Com-Tuta-
tion. Con- -lets data collected. In thir study Is presented in "able I.
ncho 1 Harks ; A ^eek after the Aptitude Test and the
Stanford Test wtp ^iven to the 20-'; freshaen at the Afield Hi ;h
School, the writer visited the two elenentrry schools which the
pupils in this sttxdy attented before entering the high school. Here
penaission was obtained to use the schools* peracnent office cards,
each of which contained thp pupils' school marks in «*v«ry subject in
ev^ry grade from the first to the eighth inclusive. Kn the «-hool
year In VSifleld, Connecticut is divided Into five Barking periods,
there wr-re foun: to be flv^ marks on each car--3 for 7th grade ari th-
metlo and five for the £th grade arithmetic. The 7th gr«de saholes-
tic damnification in arithmetic -rr- determined by taking an aver-
age of the five arithmetic nrrke for that grade. ?he saae "7aa
done to obtain an eighth grade cla-sif1cat ion in arithsaptic. The
marks on the cards ware in letters •
,
~<, C, etc. If a aunil had
two •B* marks and three *C» narks, he was rr.tad *C Plus* for his
average
.
zThe following tnblc sho^s the armi*
to the Ability to Learn Arithmetic Test
first and then in descending ord^r. The
age of the mrril; the second coltran cent
the Senae Material of the Ability to Les
contains the score obtained la the ftHfcai
Ability to ler-rn Tent; the fourth MfttHB
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In this chapter various statistical methods will bt applied
to the- datf collected. Fir. t, an explanation of these methods
will be £iven mxd also an Interpret ti on of thea.
Statistical aethjds tend to snelyre, suaaerize, and interpret
data and thus render it -icre easily understood. They &lso in-
crease the validity and accuracy of the .Interpretation of the
d t&.
In the pages following the explanation of these aethods,
ttbles and graphs villi be used in e lying the sU tisticel
aethods to the collected date.
a» Gl iPRlC/.L KETHGDs The graphical aethod of expressing
fre- ueney distribution which it used in this 'study is a very cori-
aon and -useful , method because it presents the date sore dearly
and effectively. M.uuy persons understand gre hs but have such
trouble in rea ding tables intelligently. The writer ami a de
use of the bro:<en-l ?.n« gra :,, better &nown t: s the frequency poly-
i
le rn scores? New Stanford arithmetic scores, cense aatcrial
scores of the ability to learn test, non-senaw materiel scores
of the < Mlity to learn test, seventh gr; ce average arithmetic
si- v£Hf &nd voc el^,ntn gr«.ot; average tri«nsi£t*c •
The horiar-ntal txis In each graph represents the scale along-
which the int< rvals of the Ire uency distributions are placed.
The vertical txis In e ch gre:h represents the number of upils.
The lines In ecu gra h do not adhere perfectly to the normal
fre ueney curve, prob biy because of the small ncsnber of cases*
There is, however, a certain rise ir. the center of the curve in
efcch graph which shows thc-t the greater number of the £04 coses
have a Mtront range in score. If the number hid been increas-
ed to 400 or 600 | the curve sould have becoae smoother end aore
like the nora^-l frequency curve.
Figure I shess: the distribution of the ability to lee.rn
c-rithraetic scores *ud the Iver Sf-tr rii'ord arithmetic, test scores of
104 u: ils of the entering ffvtYwm claes. Although the -curve
representing the New Stanford scores bxs two aodee and rerches
a petit three points higher than the curve representing the
ability to learn curve, the latter appears, to resemble aore
closely the normal frequency curve. The curve representing the
ability to Irtifp ^rit'ruaetic scores is positively skewed jshile
the curve representing the Ecw £ tsnford scores in negatively
skewed*
Figure II shores the frequency distribution curves of the
average arithmetic narke of the school seventh and wighth grt>ae
i'or £04 cases. The curve representing the seventh gr^de hr.r e
peak of (56) shich is live points higher than the peak in the
cut e representing the eighth grsue (51} • Each curve has two
high p intc, tsie seventh gr^de curve at 50 and 56 and the eighth
grade at 45 and 51. Each curve is very siciilar to the norsi&l
frequency curve. The curve representing the seventh grade »f rks
is positively skewed while the eighth grcde curve is negttively
skewed.
figure III shows the frequency distribution curves of the
s.ense material end the non-sense aatelal of the ability to lesrn
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arithaetie test. There curves represent £04 cases. Each curve
re&ches 1 high peak of £5 inter vs. Is. Each curve ha> two high
points, the cense material curve tit 21 and £5 and the non-sense
materi* 1 curve at 348 and £5, The curve representing the MUM
material is negatively skewed and the curve reprerenting the
non-sense material is positively skewed. Fach curve is similar
to the ftofil frcuency curve.
figure IV shows the frequency distribution curvet of the non-
sense materiel scores of the abilty to learn arithmetic test
and the New Stanford arithmetic test score.'? of the £04 cases.
Each curve has two high points* the non-sense material curve at
•. iT\c uic the ?tiw £t-: oforu curve at 4*.". The peek of the
Kew Stanford curve (4i) is eight oalnts higher thf.n the highest
gHMk of the nOn-sense material (c5) . The curve representing the
non-sense material is positively skewed end the curve represent-
ing the Kew £t;-nforc scores is negatively skewed. Neither curve
resembles the normal fre. ueney curve very well.
figure V shows the freruency distribution curves of the
ability to learn arithmetic scores and that of the school seventh
grace marks of £04 cases. The curve representing the rchool
seventh gride average erithmetic ,arks has two high points at
50 end 56. The curve representing the ebiiity to learn arith-
metic test reaches a peak of 40 which is 16 points lower than the
highest peak in the curve representing the seventh grade marks.
The abilty to le rn arithmetic test curve is positively skesed
and the seventh grace curve is negatively skewed. The cbilfcy
to learn arithmetic curve appears to resemble the norxaal fre-
quency curve more closrly than the school marks.
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Figure VI shows the fre MM] distribution curves of the
ability to leem arithmetic test scores and the eighth grade
average arithmetic marks of £04 casrs. The curve representing
the school eighth grade average arithmetic marks ius two high
p :nts at 45 and 51. The ab I:ty to learn arithmetic test
scores reaches a pet's, of 40 which is eleven ; ints lower than
the highest peak in the curve representing the eighth grade
average erithmetlc marks. It does, however, rtseruble the nor-
of-1 fre uency curve more closely than the school aerks. The
ebility to learn curve is positively skewed ana the eighth
grade curve is negatively skewed.
Figure VII shows the frequency distribution curves of the
sense material scores of the ability to learn critiimetie test
end of the Kew Stanford arithmetic scores of £04 cases. The
curve T* presenting the He* Stanford arithmetic scores rises
inore steadily and re: ches a higher level than the other. Each
curve has two high points, the Kew L't; nforci at 4£ and the sense
material at H ana 35. The Kea £t<nford curve more closely re-
sembles the normal fre uency curve in the center while the curve
representing the cense material scores more closely resembles it
at the ends.
Figures VIII and IX show the frequency distribution curves
of the sense material scores of the ability to learn arithmetic
test with thfct of the seventh find wi'ghth grade average arithmetic
marks of 104 cases. Each of the three curves has twv high points.
The curve representing the sense .arterial scores re;. ches two high
points at £1 and Zb. The curve representing the seventh grade
-41-
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average arithmetic aerks reaches tr-o high point:: at 50 end 56.
The curve representing the eighth grade everage arithmetic marks
re*che 5- t-.o high points- it 46 end 51. The eighth grc.de curve
has, • pe;k which is 16 point* higher than the highest ptffc ox" the
cense staterifl curve. The seventh grace curve has peek shich
is 21 points higher than the highest peek on the sense materiel
curve. In appearance, however, the curve representing the sense
Wtwill ? cores in each graph more closely folio*:- the norrarl
frequency curve than the curve representing the ::chool earks.
The sense material and the eighth grade curves are nega tively
skewed and the* seventh grace curve is r.'ositively skewed*
figures X end XI show the free vency distribution curves of
the non-sense material scores of the ability to learn arithme-
tic test with that of the seventh and eighth race average-
ari toftetic marks oi iQ"? case? * i.i Cii oi the three curves ha:- Lv.o
high points. The curve representing the non-sense material s cores
reaches two high points at SB and 35. The curve representing
the seventh grade average arithmetic marks reaches ts-o high peaks
lit 50 and E6. The curve representing the eighth grade aver: gc
arithmetic marks reaches t*>o high points at 45 and 51. The seven-
th grade curve has a peek which is twenty-one points higher than
the highest peak on the hon-sense aeterir.l curve. The eighth
grade curve has a peak which is sixteen points higher than the
highest peak on the n :n-sense ar terial curve. The non-sense
material and the. seventh grade curves are positively skewed
while the eighth grade curve is negatively skewed. £11 three-
curves show very little resemblance to the normal frequency curve.
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Figure XII sho-.vs the ire. uency distribution curves of the
MnOM. a* eventa grade avers ge arithmetic marks and the scores
obtained on the New Stanford arithmetic test. Each curve has
two high points, the Sew Stanford curve it 42 (both suae) one" the
seventh graoe curve at 50 and 56. The highest pes* of the seven-
th grace curve (u) Is thirteen points higher then the peak of
the Bets St. nforc curve (4/ ) • The New Et&nfore test curve- tppcars
to reseiiolc more closely the normal frequency curve than the
seventh grade curve. The New Stanford curve is neg tively skewed
ind. the seventh grade curvr is positively skewed,
figure Mil shows the frequency distribution curves of the
school eighth grtde marks and the scores obtained on the New
Stanford arithmetic te-^fc. fetch curve h&s two high points, the
Be* Stanford at AZ (both same) and the eighth gre.de curve fit 45
and 51. The highest pe*k of the eighth gr»de curve (51) is
eight points higher than the- peek of the Ne* Stanford curvr (%?),
Both curves are negatively skewed. The Nes? £t«nforc test curve
ftopears to resemble more closely the norma 1 frequency than the
eighth grade curve.
Figure XIV shows the frequency distribution curves of all
six sets of measures used in this study. Thr curve represent-
ing the seventh grade marks reaches a peak higher than any of
the other curves. The curvar representing the ability to lern
test scores and the New Stanford test scores appear to resemble
aore closely the normal frequency curve than any of the other
curves. The peak in each curve is different although some are
within a few points of each other.
-51-
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itgure I- These curves appear to indicate the.t there is
little to choofe between the relabiiity at the ability to
learn tcet and the few Stanford test. The mode, aedian, and
the .mean of each curve are grouped together rather clo ely.
Each curve follow* the normal frequency curve it sell as could be
expected for such i ssall represent?-tive sample*
Figure ill presents the seventh and eighth grace curves in
which the mode, median, and the mean in etch curve ere grouped
together r ther closely. These two curves- si so folio* the normal
frequency curve «s well as could be expected for. such a small
representative staple.
Figure IV presents the n:<n-sense 2 trrial irttd S~w Stanford
curves in which the aode, median and aean in each curve ere
grouped together re ther closely. Neither curve rpfaaM>1 the
normal frequency curve very closely. There is l.ttle to choose
between the reliability of the tsro curves.
figure fXI** s ni £ figure shows the frequency distribution
curve of the sense material and &ew Stanford scores and would
sees to indicate that one curve is just its reliable as the other.
The mode, median, iind the mean of e; ch curve are jpuped to-
gether rtiher closely. The Kev? Stanford curve folio*s the nor-
mal frequency curve very closely in the center. The sense me t-
erisl curve follows the normel curve very closely at the ends.
Indian'*"3 The median is the point on the res Id on ei ch tide
of which one-hill of the measures fill. It is obtained b\ count-
ing in from either end of the eistributi ,n until exactly one-hall
of the eases have been taken and determining the point which has
been reached to < ccomplish this. The term median is used in
Corral at 1 oc^ — Correlation MtoNI relation or correspondence
between tiro sets of measures . For exasnle, one raay wish to find
the relationship between s> pupil *e wke in arithmetic snd
science or between the height anr. *7e.i -hts of euMls
. ?hls rela-
tionship is called correlation, a tern derived from co-relation.
Correlation then is a st-sdy of t ~c or nore fact" or atenmires con-
cemi: L « ,-roup of individuals. cV-^ree of correlation, how-
ewer, •"eg not furnish -roof that -ither of the t-?o facts affect
Meh other, nor whether both are effected by soae oth«»r variable.
f-or.i lei ent o* Con-elation' mm Qft Mm fWMPiS «5 p of the t«*ra,
the eeeu ioient of correlation in a nnssericaf index which compares
and cwaasrises the extent to wtrtoh thp oovroqv.nndrrr' measures In
t**o aeries depart frc« their rstfpectiwe averages. The aethofi used
in thin j? turfy to eett.-i.dnc the co^: r ! zirr.t- of "orr* let] on is the
product-wowent sethod by Earl Pears on, the English statistician,
and is abbreviated by »r» • The --to ct-wo-ient coefficient ia such
an expression dealing ^ith straight line relationship only. It
rengec in vnlue fro«a plus one (*1) I -trough ?:ero to minus one (-1).
Plue one (+1) -aeana perfect, lirf»ct relationship snd minus one
(-1) aeons perfect, inverse relationship. A sero coefficient wane
no relationship. Vox cxaxsole, i f -*T?on ^ho gets first olace in
one test also gets first In the ot: -r, and if another person ^ho
gets secono in the •;.-.(
,
.
etr- second in the other and so on through
to the last in one who also gets last in the other, such would be
an exeaole of perfect, positive ec '' -ion. similarly, if the firsl
In one test is last on the other, and if the second on the one is
next to lost on the other, and so en through to the last en the one
who gets first place on the other
•Mil would be a case of nerf ect ne
tabit: II
Calculation of the medium of a frequency rtliitrnwIUfc.
The measure* are tr- <-cor*e obtained in the
•f-i^i^ity to «e:ini ri^hraetic ?^?t.
Score*
13$
ljl
126
11
uim
IOC
101
a
.41
- l?;o
- 1. ;
_
-j pc
- 120
- 115
- 110
- 1*05
- i
Trr
56 -
61 -
5^ —
U -
Hi -
51
-
26 m
20 -
r+r-
5
5
I
7
7
1?
5
1 n
15
13
12
17
7
1"?
i
1
I
=.:• j
I • 7 -
7£ + LI
17??
...
= 7S.27
Reference — (1?)
V BltS III
Calculation of the median of B fracuency distributionlfie ^easnr»s are the scores obtained in the
' Stcndnrd Stanford
.Arithmetic ?A«t.
Be or a
a
t
116 - 120 7
111 - U5 10
10'
- no as
ioi - 105
96 - loo J«-l
91 95 25
Ml 90 M
to 85 17
76 go $
71 75 7
70 0
6l & 0
% 60 0
50 55 1
21 - 20^-
. s i + j— i
r 96
102 - 9?
= 96 * 10 5
*1
.
S 97.219
s-lef errnce — (24)
55
TASLK 17
Calculation of the median of a frequency distribution.
The measures are the scorer, obtrir.ed in the Sense Mat-
erial part of the Ability to Learn Arithmetic Test.
"cores -f-
01 m 7
iv - S3 1
7^ - Its IS &d. 1 + * r mM *T 1
69 - 73
m - n
5^ - 63 .J
4 tafe - 92
is
102 - 9° .-
fr + m 1«
1 A
li
H - 53
« kg
19
19
SB
^ 4»
li
3S - ^3 25
3^-3* 12 m.
29 - 33 S
- m tl
19 - ?3
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Calcul^ion of the mfUm of frequency distributionSeamsref ar* the scores obtnin*i in th«
19 - til 3!i.
e
y to
5^-59 7
13 M. a i 1 1 1
* ~ %? g
f
35 - H ft 3.9 »My 7*.
P
•
35 & « 19 * - 7* g
25 - 29 19
15 * If 6
= 19 * l§f
... *
13 - 13 32
7-12 21 *
/V3
27 ~
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TABUS 71
?ur?« sd! c"n °f <a frer,'eilo7 distribution,
v !u ^erenth ;rr.dr» I'nrko obtainedby the 2&i strolls bcin * 8tu<*iAri
(.V : f
56 - S*0
«1 -
JS - n Br
?! - m 32
$6 - 70 *7
61-65 ?!
5C - SO
50 - 55
X ?T — «S
. • X '
f
:
i
* 7< * 122=2i c8 9
3 76
*l$ 5
- S22S
B
..
= 7 '.703
lief ercnce — (15)
C&loule.t] on of the aedien of a frecueney dj
*he aeaeores m*p the Kl;*hth C-rr de rprke
by the 20H profile being studied.
Heores
91
76
95
90
71 - 75
56
$0 -
70
60
55
f
5
13
IS
5$
*3
11
11
I
> fd. = 1 +
1 «T
71 * *
*3 9
S 71 4^-
Refer *-nce — {IS}
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ative correlation. W. C. Trow22 says that an example of zero
or no correlation at all would be between intelligence and the
number of letters in people's names.
Professor H. S. Rugg2* claims that for educational ouroosee,
a correlation that is lees than .15 or .20 is "TIegligible"
, one
ranging from .15 or .20 to .35 or .hO is "^resent but low"; it in
"markedly present" if it exists from
.35 or .4-0 to .50 or .SO.
If the index is from .60 or .70 up, the correlation Is "high".
ok
Wm C. Trow^ says that a correlation from .05 to .20 is very
low; from .20 to J\-0 is low; from Ji-0 to
-fiO is substantial;
from ,o0 to *i0 is hi^h and from .vfi to .95 is Very hi^h.
F. 8« WtfKptiT''* quotes King as saying that if the coefficient of
correlation index is more than sir times the sire of its probable
error, there is a practical certainty of the existence of correla-
tion. Also that if the ^rob' ble error is very small, a correla-
tion above .50 indicates decided correlation.
The formula for finding the coefficient of correlation by the
JS^ - <:x cy
oroduct-mommt method is r «
___£;
<r x <r y
Jrob:.: ble "rror— This is a measure of reliability. It usually
accompanies the coefficient of corr~lr:ti n such as r J »$& - .^3.
This mai that the chances are even that the true coefficient of
correlation would or would not be between .'4-9 and .55 (Ref . 26)
0. W. Odell2? says that any measure of central tendency, variability,
relationship, or the like characteristics, hps a certain amount of
unreliability when it is considered as represent rtive of all cases
of the aort rith ^hich it deals, tn other worfts, one can never
-60
Figure XV
Coefficient of Correlation between the
ability to learn arithmetic scores and
the New Stanford arithmetic test scores.
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This teble them* a comparison of correlations. Six
nets of measures ver« correlated *i tb one another
IToiwS.-t^c " t rlnl of the Ability Test vs.
•'"cheol S- eventh Grp.de Marks
«
Sense Vaterial of the Ability Te-t vs.
chool Eighth Srsde *?*rks»
.•'cn-Sense Mat rirl of the "hillty Test vs.
AbJUty to herm Arithmetic Test vs.
- Cheol
AbilHy to Lepra Arithmetic Tost vs.
~ ehcol Seventh CJra&e Marks.
Ability to Lofrn Aritrcs^tJ c •' est vs.
e>ool
ptie Test.
School Seventh Or-de W.-rk* v.
*ev gt^nforc ^tpndrird '.rithsiPtlc Test
MM lifterlsl of the Ability Test **,
Hon-Sense 'r,t rirl of the AUHty Test.
sense He.tr.rlsi of the Ability Test vs.
ret- stnndford Stmdnrd Arithmetic Test.
-on-Sense • t rj 1 of the <,;ilty Test vs.
"ew Stanford ntend&n? Arithmetic Test.
eference— (19)
13 t
39-
n -
h~ i
?n I
30 I
7. "7.
...
Sense Vaterl&l of the Ability Test vs. *
• r.hocl seventh Or*de Testf . 3© -
be sure thet the a -.mole upon which the meaeure la b^aed is truly
rand
random or represent ntive. ,
*=. C. Trow aays the more c s s studied, the aore representative
and dependable the correlation is. The probible error of e coef-
ficient of correlation is used to express the extent of this depend-
ability. If the coefficient is less than thn»* tines the orohrble
error, it is not dependable.
In des training the coefficients of correlation in this study,
only a eanple of all possible c.aes ^vailnble was used. For this
reason the probable error accoisp ni*e each correlation to clarify
the prob'ble magnitude of the true coefficients.
"ince T. H. Harper cuotes "inf* as s* yinr: th~t the coefficient of
correlation ehrmld be six tlaea the ^rob-ble error to be reliable
and W. C. Trow olairas it eh uld \>n at leest thr*»e tiraen the probable
error and C. W« Odell olaims th~t Jt ahoul'-' be thr^e tc five tinea
the pro;:? hie error, the writer believes thnt a conservative ratio
would be four. If the coefficient of correlation is found to be
four tines the probable error, it haa a feir degree of reliability.
The formula for finding the prob-ble error is P. E. — . $Jh5 7*
^on-'^enae 1 at erjnl of the , bi 11* y to tenrn Arithmetic Test
and t he cvcnth and '".'i.thth Orrde "qrka. The correlation, obtained
by the Pearson! en nethod, between the TTon-rense Material scores
and t he Seventh 3r*de narks ia .37 * .06. rince the index is rhove
.30, it say be said thrt there nxlrts a relationship bet^«en the
two vriablea. Since the indes Is six tines its probable error
(.06), the correlation cr=n be sale, to be reliable, that is, the
-63-
chances ere even that the trae correlation lies b-'tveen
.13 and
»flU There is little donbt ab^nt the existence of positive rela-
tionship between these two sets of neaenre*.
Phe correlrtlan obtained between the ??on-3?enee Materiel scores
end the eighth Grade marks is .32-.CA. This correlation Is also
above .30 r-j,d so gives evidence of the existence of t relation-
ship between the t~o variables. Ac the 5 r.dex is ttgM tlaea its
probable error, the Jnder of relationship betw>-«»n the variables
is said tc be reliable, The trie coefficient ivnrrt lie between .16
.and
Suaacry — Although the coefficient of correlation is earlier
between the «on-«5«mn<» ^e,terial scorer? and the "irrhth Trade marks
than between ITon-^ense Material scores and the Seventh ir-de n rks,
the :rcc ^le error is also smaller, and no it is r«»nnonable to say
that one is as reliable as the other.
Sena? Material, of the Ability to T..e<—r. Arithmetic Tf.qt and the
•"• event ':• gad Eighth Orede Verks . ?he correlation obt r-ined between
the Sense Material scores end the r-event h Grade narks is ,3St.C^-r
while the correlrtion index better the Sense Material scores end
the Sighth Grade fesrks is .2«i.0H. The first is above .30 end is
nine ti.ikoc its probable error while the latter index is . a little
less then ,30 and seyen tiraert ite probable -,-rror. fron this drte
the writer ccnclndee thpt both indices ere reliable end b th ;ive
evidence that there exists? e relationship between each eerier- of
measures . The first correlation is eonewhnt nore reliable than
the second, however, because its ir*dex io larger than the second
index an' its probable error is the s?se.
Hon-tense and ~iep3f> Material of, the u tility to, Le.-ra Arithme-
tic? Test end the How ''t^nford Arithmetic Tent qcorr.e
. ?he cor-
relation obtained by the PearaoniarA method bet^en the RmMMMM
Material scores ??nd the Stanford scores In 33*.OU.. As this
index It above .30 and is eight tiisee ite probable error, there
ia evidence thst there exists a relationship between the t-?o sets
of score? end also that the index hps s feir degree of reliability.
Since the probable error is .0^ t thir- MM thst the trne coefficient
of cerrelrt ) on rsist lie between .1? ar.d ,H9.
The correlation index fova&d between the Sense "aterial scores
end the Stanford Test scores is .30-.C&. a« this index is at
least .30, It is safe to esy that there Is r certain decree of
fitUtliilUjUljl between the two measures. Since the correlation index
is seren times the si.?.e of its probable error, it cm be said to be
reliable • The true correlation lice between .l.h ~:nd ,h6,
Snygaary — This second coefficient of correlation is a few
points lo~er than the first coefficient of correlation, bat the
size of the probable error is the ar®e, Froia this data it is
reasonc&le to conclude that the first coefficient of correlation
is Bars reliable than the second and presents a higher degree of
relationship between the first set of raeeenres then between the
second «*et.
&bi1 Ity to beam irit tract ic " cor re rnd. the Vm "t^nford
Arithmet ic Scores . The coefficient of correlation found between
these two rets of measures is Since the inde* is above
.30 there is evidence of the existence of e relationship bet-can
the tt?o series. As the index is almost tsr times its probable
error, it la quite reliable. ?ho lm correlation index mst
lie between .2? end .53.
Ability to Lcr.ro Arithmetic "coreg and the Seventh arade 'arks
.
The correlation index obtained better then** two sets 0*. mercvTres 1«?
.'Ui±.0^. This index is eleven tines its probrbl<» error end So
there is no doubt about the existence of a relationship between
the fc«t NrtN nor about the relJebility of the index.
AbS 11 fcv to henvr, Arithmetic "corr- - * Rd the "j-hth -'rrV- ;• r|:g
t
The coefficient of correlation found by the Pearsonien method be-
tween these two sets of measures io .^-2i.0h. a& tVii» index is
above .;0 it can be safely said that there is a, relationship be-
tween the measures. Rk? true correlation index raust lie bef'^.en
.26" and Since the coefficient of correlation is over ten times
the else of its orobeble error, it ears be claimed to be reliable.
p»uac>pry —~ The coefficient of correlrt ion between the scores
of the Ability, to beam Arithmetic Test and previously obtained
knowledge mentioned above, seems to Indicate thst there is a rela-
tionship between the tsro. Althoa#i the correlations MM not ex-
ceedingly high, they are significant enough to show the presense
of a relationship. The low probable error with each correlation
also tends to prove that eech index is frirly reliwle.
aotlol Correct: n : :-rti~l forrelattai la sometimes pre-
ferred to determine whether the slse of the coefficient of
correlation found between fc'.ro vari---oles ie d*»e to the fact thr
1
one of the variables includes the other or that both variables
are effected by outside factors or variables.
TAD!/' r
Partial ."•irrelaticn of -' V ~irr:t ^('^
—
. st^nf or-:: rttainlurd Ariistaotlo ?«*st.
.... Ability to Learn ;>ritlmiet Jc ?<*-t.
rft*-B * .2^75
*3S-A - .2^7
Z .''>lyP r /-. • = - r:
- .?.ri
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Prrtial Correlation of th« ^cond Order involving
four mriablee.
<?. -> Standard Stanford *rj.t>saetlc ?<»8t,
| . IMllty to :,er.m Arithmetic f«et«
r
-
• .1?62
t^j: * B B— .1969
m
— ,?10£
r^p-PA —
,— J-l?3
S3.? - pa-*: x DA • E
(1 - (SAT)2 )(1 — ( B 1 * ')
(x - ,a$4£*Hl - .?7HK2)
(.92 S)(3t$f)
-—;—
-
.9251
a«f«r«nc« — (?0)
The sire of the coefficient of coi*relatior: does not in any
way indicnte the nature of the rel< '.iontsbi cf the variables,
while the partial correlation does. The Units of partial cor-
relation msy range in elue from sinus one (-1) through zero to
;clue one (+1).
?h«oretic&ll>* th^re is no Halt to the number of variable? that
c-ji be treated by partial correlation. The effect of the formula
ia to eliminate the influence of a-", variables exce-t tar© (2) rjad
to detoyrjiite the remaining correlation between these t;o.
_st'\ \, j or relation oV Pjjyat ~rder« The partial corre-
lation of the first order obtained between the lev Stanford Arith-
metic score* vith the -i.vhth Grade ,i:arke "partially out" is .27^6.
This index is very i*rt it doe© indicate rome exist race and
the true netura of the relationship between the two sets of eras-
ures.
Table IX on pa#e 66 shows the partial correlation oetsfeei^ the
Ability to Learn Arithmetic eoor«»3 txai the Eighth Grade riarkt; with
the K<?** sft^nford Arithmetic scores ;i nrrfclally out* to be myLS2l
between the Ability to Le»rn AritlxK-tic scores and the Seventh
Grsde marks ^ith the &m Stanford Arithmetic scores "partially
out" to be .327^.
These ^rtlal Correlations of ibfc * irst Order are the 0CI7
iaoortaiit c«nes determined in this study that are above .30. The
ffHtffifj range froa »1$6C to .23>1.
cua^ry — It aeons reasonable to assume from this date that
the ci o of the index ioimd by the coefficient cf correlation
method between any two series of mcz.vur&B in this study is not
effected to any degree by the variables including each other
and if bo, only slightly.
Partial Con-elation of the Second Order . Table X on p-ge 67
shove the partial correlation of the eecond order involvin : four
variables. The different pairs of variables are correlated *ith
the ether pair "partially out*.
In this study the indices calcnlat'-d are found to be very lew,
ran^in^ front .1362 to .^133 with the ir.t~ort-nt ones being .1?? and
J .
This data would seem to indie e fchet the else of the coef-
ficients oi correlation found in this study is effected only
slightly by one variable including the other or by both variables
being effected by outside factors or vrriables.
tf
"ltl 1c Correlation?* Multiple correlation is the correla-
tlon between one TTtHfl and t-"o or more other variables. That
is to say, it \b the correlation bet'<**» th* f 5r<-t variable and
the combined effect of ell the others. It fjives ft little higher
correlate n.
"able XI on pp.-je 70 presents eleven aultiole correlations in-
volving three variables. These correlations -are between five
sets of variables used in this study. This worlc ifefVi the correla-
tion of one variable with the oorabined effect of t«* other varia-
bles. The various indices in this table ran t;e frost ,5 !,!'5 to .7195.
Thfr/ are fsJrly hi^h but this was expected as stated above.
The multiple correlation between the Ability to Learn Arith-
metic scores md fehe combined effect 6f the He* Stanford Arith-
metic scores and the Eighth drade asarfcs Is -5735; the cooblned
effect of the Stanford scores and the Seventh Grade marks is used,
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TA3LS XI
rftiltiple Correlation of the ?ero Order
involving three varlafclee.
1 Multiple Correlation.
a. Ability to Learn^ritbaetia ""eist
t. School :i.;hth trails iritbnetig Vnr'.:a.
b.~ School Seventh ©red 2 ^ritfemetie Jfarlce,
>>8 f fit = *5**5
R& ee S3
.13775
•715,
rt£ - or.
Re. «sn M
-
.^15
He • be
.7106
le»&e
s
.7133
'ie • ae a 1 - ea
1 - J1-2
• - « • -
1
9 -A. ' ' '
KM
!?.e-ae =
'<ef*rer.se — ("'I)
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the swltiplc correlation is • 589*1; when the combined effect of
the Seventh and Eighth Grade marts ie used, the aMltiole corre-
lation is
Bt.iiaay.ry — Since these three indices are sirdl^r end the
si .res are firly hi^h, it ie reasonable to conclude fchet the
combined effect of the different pairs of Wtftbl** or the else
of the coefficient of correlation Ttrp^A^Tiz the Aollitv h©
Learn Arithmetic scores, Is the MN|
Coo; n.o.icnt of rorres-.-ondence by PMrrtllr-s ." This is a
MHMNWt of the relationship between the scores in t*o eyries
and is def inert sa the per cent of individuals ^ho hr v» the
saiae relet J ve position withil the grwtp In one s^ri.eq of noct-
ures as t hey have in the other. Of the three methods exolninii
by G. W. Odell for ebt&lftliag the coefficient of correspondence,
the coefficient of correspondence accord!?-.;' to • -vr-rtn.ee is the one
used in this study, '/his met no-' is very eesy to follow *»nd ren-
ders reliable results. The follow! n. is the prociedur*-- to follow:
Record one point for every pupil whose scores, in the t»o tents
being colored, are in the. e-«e mv*rf.!le; then add the coluan
of points ebtr-.ir.ed rmd divide the awn by the number of crises In
one series.
Table ''ir on pe«re 7? shows th.rt thor* ie a 71.77*- correspon-
dence between the scores in the ~©n-~enee "'."t-rinl of the Ability
to Lesrn Test and the Hew Stanford scores end a corrrer ndence
of 5!<.g**-;:» between the scores on the. 'once "et^ri- 1 of the Ability
to Lerm Test end the 3ew Pfnferd Arithmetic scores.
In this table there is nleo • 7J-33f' correspondence between
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TABLE XII
In this tpble 5- printed the Coefficient of Corree^ndenee bvQuartilee that ware calculated between the six gets of "raer-rniree
Ability to Lean
1H Hllfil il Aritha*
Ability to Lear
i
School Eighth 03
Ability to Lenri
Seventh Grade S<
Arithmetic v<3.
ic fpfit
•kes.
School Ifpi
School s:irf
Sense T^aterial >
Test vs. St
ie Ability to team
>d Arithmetic feet.
Non-Sense Material of the Ability to
Le?-rn Teet vs. '?<sr Stanford Test.
Sense raterial of the Ability to Learn
7 "ft vs. School Seventh Grade ' r!s.
iWliiitWIii Ifateri&l of the Ability
Tr- t vr. School Sirhth Or*do nr-ri
to Learn
sen<»? "eterirl of the Ability to Learn
Te.rrt ve. School Eighth Grade marks,
r:on-Sense Material of the Ability to Leeto
r.«st- vp. Seventh Grn.de marks.
3-3
.
2h/>
.
Correalondence
39 .71 ' Corre* ->ondence
37 •75.'* Sorre« 'ondence
50.$** Correspondence
33 ' Corres : ondence
31 • 37'' Oorrea ->andenc«
"53.-3 '%crr°- ondence
3o . ?H ' Corren -ondence
3S.2V' Corr^s ondence
35.72?- correj nee
Reference — (3 )
the scores oh the sense Material of the Ability to Lesrn Arith-
metic Test and the Seventh Orp.de marks while there la a 35«?S^
correspondence between the score?? of the tfon-^enr-e Material of the
Ability to Lenrn Test and the Seventh Grade Tr?rks.
ftBBBB — Froa tllc collected in table there seesus
to be p. lack of uniformity for aridoh the writer is? withont ex-
planation. The scores of the nen-m ' atari el give a higher per
cent of norres ••ondence th?m the ^cn—f*enee "at --rial ^hen correla-
ted with the "ew str-nford Arithmetic Scores, and yet the scoree of
the $on-Benne KeterJ al give a hi f"her per cent of correspondence
than the vense Material Then correlated with the Seventh Grade
snrks. rhr per cent of correspondence for both the '-'ense and
Bon-Bease ie the sr.ae when they fOm 0«vnft«t«fl with the Sighth
Grnde r.rrks.
^hen the Total Ability to Learn Arit)nsstic scores are corre-
lated with the Hew Stanford Aritlraetio scores, with the Beventh
Grade Arlthnetlc waris, end t?ith the Eighth Grade saris, the per
cent of correspondence by guertiles ie different in each.
TftBL" Till
?hi§ table sthowg the range of ctsnrtlles need in the Ability to
* sjm » -r i x ^*^sp't lc so©y£8 * 11© yj ?5t ?* Tuf o2*c2. Ai* 5 1 Tujir* tic* n 005*
rial of the Ability to Learn Tcrtt, the "chool Peventh Grade siarks,,
end the ^c! ool Eighth Grade marks.
Ability uo ieem Arithmetic scores.
^^lartTTe ( 26" - £5.7 T~
( £M - 7g
Third ( 7S.h - 96 )
Quart lie Devi at ion 17-65 C 7 - 96
Stanford Arithmetic Teat.
First u*rtne ( Jo ^"$s.l )
Second * I H+2 - f*.3 J fa s H4
Third ( 97.7 - 10?
.9 )
uuartlle 1 eviation 7-9 * IO3.9
Gens? gsterlal of the Ability to
first ^rtile ( 19 - h3^ )
second ( ^3.5 - SM ) $! »
Third * ( 56.5 • ^7.9 )
frMfUH Deviation 12.23 r^ = 57-9
.Ton-Sens- r t ri? 1 -1 the Ability to
teFrn T^etl
""""
first Tt^lle ( 0 - lh-,3 )
Sedond ( - f*,* ) - l*«J
Third I ( 23-7 - 3^.^ )
, ,
r,\iartile Devint J on 10. 05 ' =
School Seventh Grade rks .
Second • < 70 - 76-7 ) fe • 69.9
Third " ( 76.f - SO.7 )
' unrtUe Deviation 5.h * W»7
Hcho 1 "'i; hth Grade -• rks .
Second' - ( 69 - 72-6 ) rl = 6S.9
Third ( Tt.T * 79-7 )
Ouartlld Deviation 5A r -t. = 79-7
:ief«r?nce — (3'0
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CHAFTBR VI
INTFRPRE 1AT ION OF RESULTS
Graphical Results: The frequency distribution curves of the
Stanford score- and the ability to learn arithmetic scores, Fig-
ure I, follow the normal distribution curve as nearly as could be
expected when ohly a small sample of 204 pupils is used. If the
number had been 500, the curves would have been smoother. The
curve representing the ability to learn arithmetic scores does
not rise es regularly as the curve representing the New Stanford
scores, but it follows more closely the normel frequency curve.
Figure I would seem to indicate that the ability to learn arith-
metic test is just as reliable as the New St; nford arithmetic
test.
In Figure III the distribution curves for the sense materiel
scores and the non-sense material scores of the abilty to learn
test are shown. The curve for the non-sense material rises quite
rapidly to a frecuency point of £1. It descends suddenly to a
ooint twelve intervals below and then rises again to a point
which is eight intervals below its highe: t frecuency point. This
point is found at It then rises to its highest . frequency
point 29. From there on it descends ten points but again rises
nine points. Finally it descends regularly to the end. The
curve for the sense material behaves similar to the other curve
in its rise and descent. It has two high middle prints on its
scale which are only five (5) intervals apart in the vertical
axis and are located at 45 and 65 on the horizontal axis.
There is little to choose between t>;e t^o curves, mth the
Mttfea of the extra middle po2rts, each oeuld be said to fol-
fW the norae.l frequency curve ss 1?- X a^ c uld be expects due
to the relatively small nuaber of cases used. Considering these
curves by tneas elves, it mtt be reasonable to exclude here that
***** aawerlal Is no sore reliable then the ttefr-MW* met "rial.
Again a coefficient of e»rrela*l©n ot $0 t .0* wnB found between
these tan verinc-les.
In Figure t? and VII the frequency distribution enrv* for
the Be*? St nford scores? is shown with the curve for the sense
asterisl and mm-senee a?,''-:'!??! scores. Although ths c-rwe re—
presenting the Hew Stanford scores rises more evenly and froa 11-
1^ points higher than either of the other two, it is noticeable
thvt the sense asatrrial curve follows the ?>e^ st-nfor^ curve more
r*»mlarly then the curve representing the non-sense 'act '-rial.
There is 'it tie to choose between the ntee?.!y rise and fell of
either curves in f i gOV f TTI. The aain difference is that the
sense aat Tlal curve doss not reech the pe- with either of its
high points, that the Pet? t'-t • r.ford curve does, The curves in fig-
ure I? give no substantia? evidence that the Stanford scores nr*
more reliable than the non-sense material scorer * The t'ew Stan-
ford scores range from 50-120 with the highest middle point se-
curing between $9-105. The eer.ee anterial scores r^ape fror. 19-
S3 with the two hi ;h peefec occuring at &5 and 65 • The non—sense
scores rrua e frora 0-59 with the two seeks occuring at 20 end 35 •
In Fi gures VIII and TX the frecuency d istributlon curve of the
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eighth grade marks are show with the sense and non-sense material
scores. The curve representing the eighth grade marks rises more
regularly than any of the others. If" the number of eighth grade
marks ha a been 500 or more, the curve would have had a distinct
resemblance to the normal frequency curve. It risc-s t. enty-seven
points higher than the non-sense material curve and twenty-eight
points higher than the sense meterif 1 curve, i-lthough the sense
material curve does not re; ch the height that the eighth grade
curve does, it is more evenly spread out and covers a larger
range of score?. This is also true in figure XI. If the sense
and non-sense curves each had only one high point instead of two,
all three curves i oulu be similar except for height. Thus there
is an indication that both the sense and non-sense material scores
are just as reliable as the eighth grade marks
•
In Figures IX and X the frequency distribution curves of the
seventh grade marks and the sense and non-sense material scores
are shown. There is little to choose between the rise and fall
of all three curves. None rises very steadily. All have two (2)
high pints instead of one. The curve representing the sense mat-
erial scores, however, seems to be more evenly spreaa out. The
unevenness of all three curves might be attributed to the small
sample used. There seems to be no explanation as to the cause of
the extra middle p ints in the curves. In these two figures, the
sense and nOn-sense material curves appe;.r to follow more closely
the normal frequency curve and so it may be sfid they are
more reliable thau the seventh grade marks.
In Figure II the frequency distribution curve of
the seventh
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and eighth grade marks are shown. Although both curves are very-
similar, the seventh grade curve ha.c. the more regular and steady
rise. The peak of the eighth grade curve is eight points higher
than that of the seventh grade curve but the mode, median, and
mean of the latter are more closely grou ed together than those
of the eighth grade curve. According to Figure II, if there
is any real difference in the reliability of the two sets of
scho >1 marks, the difference is in favor of the seventh grade.
The frequency distribution curves of the ability to learn
scorer and the school Barks are shown in Figures V &nd VI. Here
the curves are very different. The ability to learn test scores
rise slowly to a peak of 22 intervals and extends over an excep-
tionally large range of scores while the seventh grade curve rises
irregularly . to a central point of 64 inte-rv; is. Although the
ability to learn curve does not perfectly follow the normal fre-
quency curve, it does folio/ it more regularly than the curve of
the seventh grade marks. Of these two curves there is an indica-
tion of more reliability for the ability to lei rn arithmetic scores.
The eight> grade curve rises regularly and cuite steadily to a
mid-point of 80 on the scale with a fifty-six frequency. The peak
of the eighth grade curve is 54 p ints higher then that of the
ability to lei- rn curve but the mode, median, end mean of the lat-
ter are more closely grouped together than those of the eighth
grade curve.
Figures XII and XIII show the frequency distributijn curves
of the Iff Stanford scores and the school marks. The curves of
the New Stanford scores and the eighth grade marks each rise
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fairly stesdHy and regularly while the seventh grade corre is a
liUle irregular. Both the eighth grade and the Hew stnford
eurvee follow the n^raal fr^jeney curve v<rry well for the Malt-
ed nuisb^r of cases used, it le reasonable to conclude froia Fig-
ures XI T. end XIII that th're is no real difference in the reUabi-
lity of the eighth grade marks and the Stmford scorer. ?he sev-
enth grade marks* for sosae vnaecountable reason, at*?1 not cults
as reliable s«j the life* rJtraiford. scores according to Mfoire TIT.
figure XTf presents a composite .;*raoh of all curves dlscuesed
in this chapter and no &e;.' evidence is presented.
Coefficient. ©X. Oor..?ela'*,i-?n H?r:yfltg
ability to learn tact vs. seventh gred* aarks .Mi ± .oa-
ability to learn teat r«i. sights grade n-.rke *tt| i .Oa
See Stanford, test vs. seventh grade marks - 1 .oa
*?ev Stanford test vs. eighth grade aarks .31 5
i teat vs. ability to le*rn feed »S ± .dfc
seventh grade marks va. eighth grrde asrk* jf§ * JH
The coefficient of cor v-rlati v.-r: vjet~*f n the n-v^tth and eighth
gr-de anrks is eighteen tiaes its* •>rofci*ble error an.4. so Indicates
8 very hi <h decree of reli'rtJ M ty . The strove coefficient of cor-
relat ion between the ability N $MaH te<?t and the seventh grade
aarks is .01 higher than the coefficient of correlation between
the 3«w Ctanford teet and the eeventh grade ©arks. :he coefficient
of corr«lation between the ability to lorn tent and the eighth
c7re.de Marks is .Ob higher than the coefficient of correlation be-
tween the "Tew st-nford teat ard the eighth grr.de narks. The cor-
relation index between the ability to lenm -and the ffnford
arithmetic teat sho-srs a fair ssjeunt of relationship
Sense Material Scores re. nenford Tent *o± oh
Han-^ense " * vs. * l^'oXSense 9 T8. Eighth Orr?de v-rke *2g±"oJ'
Nna-fTcnae " vs. " « *T3±"oh
Sense M vs. Seventh Orrde *:.«rks A&ltil
" 1
" ve. Sense T'aterlel Scores liSlo?
The &lcve coefficient of correlation between the ^ensre and
£«
T
on-3enee Material of the Ability to team Arithmetic Test shows
EtmMlmKli reletioneMp beto» en both parte of the Aptitude Teat.
It is rleo UmUoated in the above coeff teients of correlation
that the "on-Senec "aterial is more reliable than the ^ense Mat-
erial of the Ability to Learn Arithmetic Test.
Hoi*ay32 in his unpahlimfcHI thesis at the Massachusetts stste
College in t$5$ found the follo^inft'
First ;«rra s'arke vs. Math, ncort in Me Antitude Test .55&»Qfc
Second " vs. 1 « « i » ,31±.oli
Individual SJath. " cores of Ap. Test vs. Av. College mmjto .26±.0>*-
These figures found by Rolray indicate thet there is a relation-
ship betrr-en Ability to Learn Methe-iatiee and other valid measures.
The ooex x in lento of correlation fc-uid in this study between the
Ability to Learn Scores and the Seventh and Tighth Grade Harks
ahoTn on pe£e 79 ere slightly higher than the abovo figures found
by TTul-ny.
It is int'Tfstinf- to note here, however, that the mathematics
section of Holiray»e test was based on sense material alone. The
correlation found in thin study bet*?~en the Sense Material and, the
Seventh and Eighth Grade average yearly Berks are .36±.0h end .^.OU,
respectively. These correletionn ere similar to Hol^ey's. It is
evident that the Won-Senrce Materiel if ^hrt rrises the correlation
Indices to .hhl.ok and .U?-.0^ mentioned on oa^e 79.
Partial Correlation Results i (First Order)
'AH * .2192
*3E»A
.25^5
rAB'G .327^
r3!W. » .312^
'
r3£«A - .^7Qli
In the above tabulation M» represents the Ability to Le-m
Test; »S» represents the ITesr fUanford Test; »K« represents the
Eighth (5rr.de narks 1 »B» represents the neventh Orade marks.
These partial correlations of the first order indicate (1)
that the seventh and Eighth Grade marks are of equal value in
validity and (?) that the Ability to IMM Test scores are raore
reliable than the *Tev Stanford Test scores.
"'-
rtial Correlation Results : (
*
Pc ond Order
)
*SfMUk m .u.133
r«g*SB =.
.1959
>toe*ia s .13^2
'
r
AB'«3*: r .2105
^SB-EA = .2251
The figures above oho1* that the pertinl correlation of the
second order bSftWM the Ability to Leern Test scores and the
Eighth ar-ie marks is .060? higher fchrn the oertisl correlation
of the second order bet?r»en the 3m Stanford Test scores and the
Eighth Grade sarks. The partial correlation between the Ability
to Learn Test scores and the Seventh Qr- ;:e marks Is Icnar
than that between the ?Tew Stanford T^st^cores and the «5ev*ntta
CJrade marks.
The irriter csn find no cause for this inconsistency, but the
coefficients, if averaged, vould indicate that the Ability to Learn
Test scores are slightly more reliable than the New Stanford Test
scores
.
Multiple Correlation Results ; (?ero Order)
Ra.sb = .529!].
Rs-ab =
.5315
Ra.se * .5735
This data shows that the multiphe correlation of the zero order
of the Ability to Learn Arithmetic scores with the combined effect
of the Stanford Test scores and the Seventh Grade marks is
.0079 higher than the multiple correlation of the New Stanford Test
scores with the combined effect of the Ability to Learn Test scores
and the Seventh Grade marks.
It also sho^s that the multiple correlation of the Ability to
Learn Test scores with the combined effect of the New Stanford Test
scores and the Eighth Grade marks is .0290 higher than the multiple
correlation of the New Stanford Test scores with the combined effect
of the Ability to Learn Test scores and the Eighth Grade marks.
Coeif icient of Correspondence by Quart iles Results :
Sense Material vs. New Stanford Test 33.3^$ correspondence
Non-Sense " vs. " 1 " 2tt»5n» correspondence
Sense Material vs. Seventh Grade Marks 33.33$ correspondence
Non-Sense M vs. H 1 1 35.7°> correspondence
Sense Material vs. Eighth Grade Marks J&.2k-f, correspondence
Non-Sense Material vs. " 1 " 3NL*fep correspondence
Seventh Grade Marks vs. Eighth Grade Marks 50.9$%. *
These figures would seem to indie te that the Sense and 7-Ton—
Sense Material of the Ability to Lerrn Test glare about the s.^me
per cent of correspondence according to quartiles when compared with
reliable measures.
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It hoe been found that aent-1 testing frora its e^rly begin-
ning up to the present day has passed through many developing
stages from the einrle, unst^ndardirred test of sensory and aotor
processes to the modern group test (Otis fntell!g*>nce), which is
still breed on past experience.
In this study an attempt wan tnade to construct an aptitude
tert thr.t w->vld aeenure, with a fnr'r degree of reliability, the
ability of a child entering high school to learn new kinds of
raatheaatice. The Knfield Hlg:h School f-'ctheaatiesl Test, the
name given to the test, was a'alnlst "-red to -tut? Id who had
enrolled in high school for the f ir- t time. The scores obtained
on Hh entire test and. on pert8 of the test ( sense and non-sense
material) were correlated with scorer obtained with the ^sw f?t---n-
ford Arithmetic Test ?hich was rivrs to the «eoe group of ->u -lis.
Correlations and graphs were also ur./'c between the above naaed
scores cc:u school eighth and »ew--nth grrre mnrks in n rithaetie.
Frequency polygons are presented in chapter V which show the
freouency distribution curves of the following: TTew etrnford
arithmetic scores with the ability to l«>r.m arithmetic scores,
seventh gre.de narks with eighth grr.de marks, aena" ra terlal scores
of the ab'l. ty to Term test with the non-sense MterlaX -cores,
3«w Stanford erithnetic scores with the nnn-sense materiel scores,
ability to learn ".rlthaetlc scores -.-1th the seventh grade siarks,
ability to l«»rn rritlsetic scores with the eighth grade marks,
'ew Stanford arithmetic test scores "3th the sense a -terlal scores,
seventh grade marks with sense material scores; eighth grade
marks w;th sense materiel scores; seventh grade marks with n'>n-
sense m&trrial scores; eithth grade mr-rks with non-sense mater-
ial scores; i?ew Stanford arithmetic scores rrith seventh grade
marks; flew Stanford scores with eighth grade marks. All six
measurer wrs studied.
Coefficients of correlation v-re det^rnined b-*t* en the six
measures mentioned above. In tabic VTtI on page Si these coef-
ficients of correlation are presented*
Partial correlations of the first order involving three
variables were found for school marl-a, !:*v Stanford scores, and
for the ability to learn arithmetic scores. Partial correlations
of the second order were found for the same measures
. Kultiple
oorrelati ns of the sero order were also fo*uad for the s~ae measures
The Base combinations were placed in cur rt lies and 'the per
cent of correspondence by quartileo was determined.
Tables' wre made shewing the frequency distribution and medians
of the following; the ability to learn arithmetic score-, -lew ?t.'n-
ford scores, sense material scores, non-sense mat 1*1 scores,
seventh grade marks, and eighth grade marks. Comparison t bles
were mr.de which present; thirteen coefficients of correlation,
partial correlation of the first order, partial correlsti-n of the
second order, ssultlole correlation of the sero order, coefficients
of correspondence by quart lies, and the order of the ran*;e of
quartllea.
There are. many standardized arithmetic tests on the market
today which ere used extensively by echo Is tunf eolleg»s. -he
irew Stanford Arithmetic Test is one of them. The Ability to ler-rn
Arithmetic Test, vhen correlntsd with the FiErhth Grade M~rks
gives en index trhich is hi -her then the index obtained Then
the Stanford Test is correlated «rlth the s-ae Eighth Oredo Marks.
'Then the Ability to Learn Arithssetic ?eet is correlated *ith the
Seventh Grade rrrVs, an index is obtfined which is .01 higher
MM *hen the !!ew Stanford Test in corral
- ted with the s~ae marks
Prrtlr.l Correlations and ^tltiole Corr»»lrt3.oiae both ive
further evidence of n higher relet j nshi between the Ability to
L^nrn firlth&etlc and ^ohool Harks then between the Kev Stanford
Test and the School * f ~rirs«
The correlations in this study are smeh higher than those
obtained by Hcliray^2 trhen he correlated the mathematics section
of the Army Alpha Pest with the tern mrrfcs of freshmen at Mass-
achusetts State College in 1932.
The d-tr presented in chapter six on " Interpret .--ti on of
Results" would sees to indicate thnt the problem considered in
this study has been investigated with certain definite results.
The gulf | irtt.|t 1 me indloes obtained in this study are of such
oagnl tude as to give assurance th-t the avernge student entering
high school does h^ve ebiTity to learn MV kind* of mat hen* tics.
The cor?flat lor: Indices si so give evidence that fton-Senee art-
erial would be bett-r thru Sense materiel in aesgwrlai ones
ability to learn ne^ kin s of raethetaat i cs
.
Although the fr^caifncy polygons do not give any definite
solution to the problem, the curve? that repres nt the ^ense
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and Non-Sense material scores of the Ability to Learn Arithmetic.
Test do indicate that these scores follow the normal distribu-
tion curve as well as could be expected when a limited number
of cases were used. They also indicate quite clearly that the
scores obtained in the Sense and Non-Sense materi&l of the
Ability to Learn Arithmetic Test are just as relifcble as the New
Stanford Arithmetic scores and the school arithmetic marks.
The various correlations presented in chapter five give
conciusive evidence thet: (a) the Ability to Learn Arithmetic
Test is more reliable than the New Stanford Arithmetic Test as a
measure of one's ability to learn new kinds of mathematics; (b)
the Ability to Learn Arithmetic Test is more reliable than the
ma thematic sections of the Hoiway Test as a measure of one's
ability to learn new kinds of mathematics; (c) the Ability to
Learn Arithmetic Test scores are just as reliable as the school
Seventh and Eighth Grade marks in arithmetic; (d) the Sense
Material sections of the Ability to Learn Arithmetic Test are
just as reliable as the mathematic sections of the Holvay Test as
a measure of one's ability to learn new kinds of mathematics; (e)
the Non-Sense sections of the Ability to Learn Arithmetic Test
are more reliable than the Sense Material sections of the Ability
to Learn Arithmetic Test as a measure of ne's ability to learn
new kinds of mathematics; (f) many pupils entering high school
do htve ability to learn new kinds of mathematics.
It is the earnest hope of this writer that the statistical
data and results found in this study will be of some value to
others who might c&rry on an investigation in the fiels of
general aptitude testing.
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APPEWDtX
Direct^ons for Adainistoring the Enfield High School Aotitude
Test in ?Tatheraetlcs.
(a) This is not a test of whrt you hovp tlafttl. In fact
before you begin the teat you are not 8u->rsosed to know the an-
swers or how to do any of the examples fta the test. It is in-
tended to be a test of your ability to 1cm certain kinds of
aather.f*t5c-- , some of which you wi 11 seet in hirh school. In
every part of the test you will bo rivrn &r. opportunity to
study and to lerrn how to do the exi les. Some of the examples
you say find difficult to do but do not feel discouraged be-
cause n£ one is supposed to isake a ncrf*ct ncore. JUet do the
best that you con in the tl?ae allo-*^-.
(T1STS ARK OUT TO THK WttS)
(b) Do not ooen the test until you are told to. Wftta your
name, a,~e, and graacmr school attended on the lines indicated*
During the test you are not to turn over rr^es until you ere
tcld x .- do so.
(c) : o^ look at the directions of Section <V ?art 1 on or -e 2
while I read thea over with you. (?er.ch«r r»-~ds direct lone alottd).
You will be allowed ei^ht alnntes. Begin,
(d) Eos? turn to the direct! ms of Recti on A, Part 2a on or -e
3 while I read them over with yoi fc (Teccher r<> uo direct! -na aloud).
You will be allowed seven minutes, negin.
(e) How turn to the directions of Section ft, Pr.rt 2b on page h
while I reed them ov--r with you. ( 'V chcr rer-ds directions aloud).
You will be allowed seven tainutes. Scgin.
( Direct! -ns Ooa»t on Next Pa?e )
«4£»
(f) ;?ow turn to the direct! ~ne of "action A, p^rt 3 on oere 5
while I read thera over with yew. (Teacher re»de directions aloud).
You will he ellower4, eight minutes. 7-er n.
<g) t.i2TC to the directions of Section A, Pert h on 6
while I read them ov^r with you. (Teacher rc-dr
-'lections aloud).
You Till l.e piloted six minutes. Bc.-in. CC!,ITC: AV, ? • ;. ^
TIME—?5 Minute*.
tT-COirti ?L_c OF
r
""
: " T" <-T
(a) In this part of the teat the sr-sse ruler? will be in force
as for part *A«. You are not to turn ov«r any pages until you
are told to do so.
(TESTS mH PASSS3) OUT TO THE PUPILS)
(b) How turn to the directions of Section B, P*rt 1 on o- g
while I reed them over with you. (Teacher reads directions aloud).
You will be allowed nine aifeites.
(c) |frgr turn to the directions of Section R, Part ?a *n o-rr- 9
whs Is I raad- them over with you. ( Teacher r-ade directs or a •.-.loud).
You will bo allowed three minutes. rrt -Sn.
(d)
.,'o
-
» turn to the directions of "ectlon B, Pert 2b on oa;o 10
while I rerd thoa over with you. (Tegch**T reads directions aloud).
Sou will be allowed six mimites. r;:o -in.
(e) now turn to the directi^a of Section P, Part 3 on oa-a 11
while I read them over with you. (Teacher reads directions aloud).
You will be allowed eight minutes. ; o;-ln.
(f ) How turn to the direct ions of recti on B, Part ^ on p- ;e 12
while I read them ov«»r with you. (Teacher re?ds directions aloud).
You will be allowed nine minutes, negin.
Time—35 Minutes . ejtd of r . ronrc? al^ t__: -ap is,.
For Freshmen Entering Senior High School
Preps ret* By J. Frank Haesett
(Print ftarae)
Age
GtnwWV School Lest Attendee!
(Pr int)
Sense Material Score
Section A, Part
Section A, Part
Section A, P.-rt 1 . . . ,
Section B, Part
Section B, Part
lion-Sense Material
Section A, Part
Section A, Part
Section B, Part
Section B, part
dross Score......
91,
FIM9 part ov fto NBH
fiKCTIOH «A«
Part X
pp.ge 2.
(a) In the si KM V*1
by 3
VTit«
rake •
»« have a series erf be
xs, aaltl?ly the mil
lucrt to the mmb»T toV
A £ St>. the r?.sw?le«
She j|.
yen hr.v*8 tfTitt^. bel«j*r the eev—
(e) m2&i
ires in tl
39 5? 5?
tf ctia and dlv
\s first six fir
dlf-
It
1^? „ 23 *'/5 ta*»<»T.
I
0,
IT
i
r
WE
* a dlff«r*nee of their rsr^e
.
•&8 b?:uh?.R£?SH TO THE DXH8CTIC38 IS eno m m
(i)
?t re »
*rwrrer.
(?) Answer.
(3) Aneirer.
ft) tMNf
.
(5) USS5*7559S 359570152 Answer
<S) 9569^?35^525SOi Answer.
(?) *.9657»*5?6*510759^3 Anewsr.
(S> l?53k5675«S51253*§ tamr(
9*57^352199M5765 Answer.
(10) Answer.
stop mm- ron i?i
» • •
Section *A«
Pnrt 2s
Page 3.
(a) Room Mefcgureaenta are expressed with the Length fir
than ifce Width, then the He!ght . Ten feet is m
10* and g incite Is written^". *?o the measure*
^ft long, 19ft wide and 9- ft hi{rh would be writfiw. as follow*
22*6" S X$» I 9*6f.
ten
s of i room
fo) Facta about ^all J^sn^r . It is made ir. ei-v;"
and double rolls of long. Ml rolls are l'»
jle rolls of 2h»
Tide Hi SSUSt
be bought In full rolls.
(c) net Perimeter of | floors is the total o^riaeter of a rooa
lese the tetr:! width of opening* in room, (windoss rand doors)
I*) _Sumber of Strip* of "pll Pfp^r Seeded to ^~>~r c^qoa is
found by dividing the ^et ^erisseter by 16 inches or 1*- ft.
(e) Thtaber of strlus on one Roll of ??all ?ya?»r it? ffimftd by
dividing the length of the roll by the height of the room.
(f ) pusfcer of HfeUg needed to Paper r. "loom is found by divid-
ing the number of stripe n -ded by the number of etri n in a
roll
SAir?£^ t rind the number of double wUs of wall oaper needed
to paper a room lk* lone*, 12*6* wide, nnd " %r." hirh, allowing
for 2 window* >:-*irid« and 2 doors 3»9* M-^e.
•method :
rotra Periaster i>m * i%i i?» p « EJ«
Total ^idth of P">enin^s 2*3 7 • 7* ) ,»,*.
2^'- • 7 ) 1 "
list Perimeter 55* niiras 1*4* s 3Sf*
P.eoulred Strips of "~^r divided by 1. 25-/3 o» 2&
TPsmber of strips in a rouble noli Ug» - f? = 5
auaber of Polls needed 2S - 5» 5V5 or 6. -nsr-r.
"IF^'all p- per cost ^1.^5 a double roll, *fcs* »tll it cost
to paper a rooo 20* t l"» v 10* Ml err for 2 windM * Tide
and 1 door 3*5* wlde. 'nsw^r
(P) if "ell ?-^nr cost 95# a double roll, what will it cost
to paper a rooa 1 T. 1?*' T f?«<»f Allow for 3 windows **»
Tide end 1 doors §•# Tide. *nawer. .
("») If ^all Par>*r cost 31.65 a double roll, That Till it cost
to prner a rooa 22*6- t U» ^ ?»5't Allow for 2 Tinders 3*5»
Tide and. 2 doors '4* Tide. Answer
<a) if Tall Pener cost 1.^5 c double roll, whtt Till it cost
to paper t room* 10* X 10* X Allow for 2 wlrdowp * de
2 ''oors ''•* wide. Answer
Page 4.
Section «A»
Part £b
DliJLCIIOMS :
(a) Carpet is sold by the Linear yard and is usually made irstrips of iya or g*£% wide. It may be bought in any length!
(b) Number q£ Etripji of Needed to Cover a Room is foundby dividing the width of the room by fyd or £ tLft7
(c) Number of Yards of Carpet deeded is found by multiplying
the number of yards in one strip (length of the room) by the
number of strips needed.
(d) If necessary in doing the examples below, you may refer
bt ek to the directions on page 5.
SAMPLE ; Find the number of yards of Brass el carpet needed to
cover a room 16' X 15' (16ft long and 15ft wide).
15 f Si m e/~/Z or 7 strips needed.
7 I 16 = irfL/Z or 58 yards needed. Answer.
XT) Find the cost for a carpet to fit a room 15' X 9' 6" at
$£.70 a yard for the carpet. Answer
(£) Find the cost for a carpet to fit a room 12' X l£ f at
$1*90 a yard for the carpet.- Answer.
(3) If Wall Paper cost |1.£0 a single roll, what will it cost
to paper a room lS'S" X 9» X 8'6"? Allow for 3 windows
3 'oj? wide and £ doors 3 '6". Answer
(4) Find the cost for a carpet to fit a room 15' X 9' 6" at
$3.80 a yard for the carpet. Answer
(5) If Wall Pauer cost SI.80 a double roll, what will it cost
to paper a room 14' X 10' X 9'? .Allow for 6 windows 3'
wide and £ doors 4' wide. Answer
(6) Find the cost for a carpet to fit a room 15' X J&* tt
&3.0Q a yird for the carpet. Answer.
(7) If Wall Paper cost $1*48 a single roll, What will it cost
to uaper a room 10' X 10' X 8«6"? Allow for £ windows
4' v^'ide and 3 doors 4' wide. Answer. ......
(8) Find the cost for a carpet to fit a room 9' X l£' at $1.48
a yard for the carpet. Answer
(9) Find the cost for a carpet to fit a room 15' X 13' at ££.£5
a yard for the carpet.
Stop hf.re
-
-
El »A«
In the exaa ilea belor art- -uid the follwrlag lettsre «a», *b*»
•x*, and •?*
. Iteoh of theee letters have a definite neaaing la
the ex^iulee and so if you *IVL read a^d c-refmiy folio* the faote
1. %heri the letter »»• /oilowe a waster it ae^s tint the nuater
in to be HultipUed by it eel/. aTwrpli^ 5a ocukXp ?5,
2. the letter *b* folVwe a auater it sje*!n« that the tranter
ie vortb «r»ly ©ae-h&Ii of it 1 a vr=Jh;e. r,rn?:nle, 6b eo*;iale 3.
3. When the letter *x» foll -^e r s-usber It jsersrie that the rn\x»
of the amber ie reduoed by tro. ^x^ta^le, *}z ie «f*ale to 7»
Km "lien the letter *y» follows a m&iter it inorvr^s, t^-e nusater
by one-half of Iteelf. rxasn^le, 5y is hm| tc 7|#
^. Shea t-*o let tere folic* * jwetfeer as «ab* or *xy* , yon are to
voBk oat oae letter ;.t n ti»*e; that ie, i'oi'io* the rule about
'a* first, then with the anaw^r t hnt you obt* 5a, follow the
rale im the eeoood Xntt *-» »b'.
5atari e j $a «ewls 5 ^i«es 8 or ok
gab trials 0 divided by 2 or •? for sat anewrr.
Lga+10ab-kkx ~ Aasvr>r.
2. IM** jffljlllfUllI X (7a-?^b+Sxy)
......
'.amr<»r
Z* ^j^^y-frt* u, s r ... taftflTCT.
h. 6ay-9bx-fcax-2by = • »'e
k *'-by-2ax . ^V^y
.„ ^nev^r.
2a 3b
5?OP R^r T*0^ BIH*TC?T riHS«
Pi.xe 6
I
bers and find out hea the numbers tr istde up. Then on
the dotted lines write the YV.Q iM&iighfc' th&t should coae
next.
i. ' I, £rf-n V * *" * ^ — J-*.- * * - • ««»«
1 1
frO "J £ If 1? 1? 10 10
(g) £0 10 5 *fc
5/4 c/5 ....
(i) 8 8 It 18 £2 28 - . - e <* •«
<•-<- s
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/•PjlX aUjL'C. oti xXt idi.iii}. iu j.IC£ COn'iiNUFD
Second Pert of the Test
Eectloo *B«
VMM
(Print Ram)
Sect! on »B» , Pe^rt 1.
Section *B f
faction *B<
ret
Pf'ge 8.
(e) On f,.
.CO£
er.
-
'.Ttos *cutis one Orfci
,
(i)
(s)
do)
(ii)
BIZ Orbt equals how Mny Atsos?
Ten Atatos e u&ls how asny Geons?
Four Geons eouels how 3s;:ny £phei*ogr? ::is?
Six iSpherogrfc.-ss e uals how :aany iiiles?
6000 Miles e uals how seny Soherogrs'ss?
£25 Gecns ecu 1: how T.tr.y /' txos?
10£; Cphcrogr&am ecuals how many Geons?
110 Ataos ecue Is ho«r atny Orbi?
Answer* .
Answer. •
Answer. .
Answer. -
Answer.
.
Answer. .
Answer. .
4 • «
• I •
If Planet Mercury is ?7, 400, 000 oiles from the £un, how
a&ny -eons is Mercury from the £un? Answer. . . .
xf Planet Earth is £.117 Atsos froas the tun, how acny ailes
is it from the Stint Answer. . . . . •
If ?l£net Neptune is 4. 56 Orbix from the £un, is it neirer
to the Sun than the Earth or farther away? How. toich in tables?
-93-
Section «£«
In fteelinf with pulleys, if we want to find out whether
pulleys tie helo to mn in doing *-crk, ne must find out
rue iecft£ttie*i 4U»4«W£<r t^.>..j 01 iny pullej however aa»y be
pulleys. (11m ropes tlaMi h id up the lotd.)
(Plej-se place answer on the dotted lines.)
£yOP H£Kt FOB DIRt:CiiwN£«
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Page 10,
Section •B>
Part kb
II RECTI ONE :
(a) Now the t you understand f bout the Mechanicrl Advant&ee ofpulleys and how it is found, rott are to r**c end refer toU* following facts about r.ulleys and then do the exaapleibelow. :
/ 1 \
1. The Dovnw? rd Pull on the end of the ro ;e is equal to tNheight dlvxced b> the 2. k.
The Weight ir e.ucl to the Downward Pull Multiplied b,
The Height that a Weight is raised off the ground is
e< uel to the /.mount of Rope Pulled divided by the M. ~
.
The amount of Rope Pulled is e ual to the Height that
tne Weight it raised multiplied b the a. A.
'3'
Lit :
1. Find the V:./ . in driving '3' stove.
Keferlng back to the f? cts about pulleys, if the load
in drawing 'S« is 95i pounds what Downward Pull will
be needed on the
off the ground?
veight
ansv.'er.
Keferlng to the facts about pulleys again, how much
would the Weight in drawing f 3' weigh, if the necessary
Downward Pull on tne end of the rope war. 350 oouncs?
k' Vr £ I* m • • * •
In example 2, v.Ken the Weight was 10 feet off the
ground, how much rope had been pulled? Refer to the
facts about pulleys.
Antitrer
ST0? HIRE FOR DIEECXIOHB.
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P&ge 11.
Lection
_..
Part t
i r »
LliJC".
On this page we have a comui-risan between the Lland; risn Numer-
als and the Arabia Numerals thet wc use in our schools. You
are to look this chtrt below over for I moment &nc then turn
to the problems below, iou may fcnd '<. h
;
.
y'LE refer to the chf.rt
fre . uentlj in doing the ex-mvles.
>ic
re to 1u.ve two {%) rs for ec ch problem; one
s and one ri£<n Numerals.
1 X 3 V JT
e T A A_L * J
A
<2.
2. Subt,
J L *JLT
5. TZA&JVS&J.
e. A A T&J- V~
7. MJA^J^
. Eiv.
4, itult.
Aj_
a~~r. ETOP OB D:
-*102«»
*S£* 12.
ttfflilM ,T3.»
tn each exp.wle yyu a* ~VT. :*Trf v !'£ the rnmber relue riven •
e-:.ch latter and then -"or:- *b? ex.-.- 5 ? y « -a-otl* 1 in At!'
c a
I * WO I© °
T
«r
ER nilOTCT.
„. si
-
'
^ i ii Bt«c t tfst
Helve the foil rr"1. rip (f5r»t five) exnsnl."\? "'th these
(1) 5^ Wn*lfi ~h?t? ,/.3WTCr.
(2) 2a-d equals what"* . .'newer.
(3) » ectmls whr.t? answer.
(*' ) Btt| HifUll Vfegfcf /-newer.
(5) Si - Jb mini | ^t? . Answer.
(t!) If' then 1*3*1
(?) If TT erme.lc 7, then solve
3.2 r2D- * "vy; Answer. . . .
(«) BE o-;, p*, y»l iw
&! 1 22=^. „ - r. . . .
x-y c*+6eK>
70U> TO.
STAHFQRE ARITHMETIC TEST
The Test Procedure
(To be follow eel verbatim)
give e ch of you e test book. Eo not write on it or open it
until I tell y.u to." ^see thet this is obeyed) After ell ;ire
provlue-c *.fctli test books &nd pencils: *i«o\i fill the blanks a
t
.-
to the blanks*) Do it &s quickly £s y u can, but write plainly.
Or the first .line where It s : ys Name, write y.ur nue. (Pause)
After the word Grade , writ? the rruabcr end teii. whut gre.de you
ere in, \JS»m the grt-ee) After Boy or Girl, writ*- tht word
that tell? which you ere* (Pau^e) On the next line, *here it
ys Age, tell how olc. you wi-tl be t-'en. ^Pause/ . On the next
1 ne write the n&mt of this rchool. (Give the 8mm) &t the end
of the sroae line write the dcte. p (Nr.aie the date. Give to the
y >ungpr ch« Ldren *sny necessary assistance.)
After the bl&nkfc have been filled: "Sow, listen carefully
fend do Just wht t I teii you to do. to not begin until I a--y Go.
The very second I s:y Stop, you oust sto > end hvld y.ur pencils
-
break your pencil, hold up your hand and I will give y u another.
Do y j^r best and do not :&y any attention tw> what any :ne else is
doing. *«• turn the page over to Test 1. it st-ys lest 1 at the
to of the page."
lef-i. i. Arithaetic Seasoning
answers $>s quickly si you c&n. write the answers on the oo* tea
-104- \
lines. U?e the a-rgins or the paper to figure on. (pcuse Slightly}
The test has two pages. As soon sr you have finished the first
page, go right on to th* next. Re<'dy—Go." (See that pupils do
not stop st the end of the first page.)
Allot* £0 ainutes; then sty: *L; top. Turn to Test £ on the
next page. Be sure to turn just one lettf." (?f.u£e end selte sure
tin: I all the pupils have found the plc.ee.)
Test £. Arithmetic Compute tion
"Read the directions at the to. of the page: Get the answers
to these exaaplas as quickly y u can without wflgfnf mistakes
.
Look carefully at etch example to see what you are to do. (Ptuse
slightly) Sou ssey use the margins of the page to figure on if
you need to. There art three p^ges of this test. As soon as you
have finished the first page, go right on to fee next. fercy-Co."
(fee that puol&s do not stop at the end of the first or second ge)
«
Collect all books immediately
.
New Stanford Arithmetic Test
By Truman L. Relley, Giles M. Ruch, and Lewis M. Terman
TEST: FORM V
FOR GRADES 2-9
Name , Grade. Boy or girl
. .
Age When is your next birthday ? How old will you be then ?
Name of school Date
Score
Arith.
Age
School 1
Grade
Arith.
Age
School i
Grade Score
Arith.
Age
School 1
Grade Score
Arith.
Age
SchooH
Grade Score
Arith.
Age
School 1
Grade
120 19-2 100 15-8 9.7 80 12-6 6.7 60 10-8 4.7 40 9-3 3.4
119 18-11 99 15-6 9.5 79 12-4 6.6 59 10-7 4.6 39 9-2 3.4
118 18-8 98 15-4 9.3 78 12-3 6.4 58 10-6 4.6 38 9-1 3.3
117 18-5 97 15-2 9.2 77 12-2 6.3 57 10-6 4.5 37 9-0 3.3
116 18-2 96 15-0 9.0 76 12-0 6.2 56 10-5 4.4 36 8-11 3.2
115 17-11 95 14-10 8.9 75 11-11 6.1 55 10-4 4.4 35 8-10 3.2
114 17-8 94 14-8 8.7 74 11-10 6.0 54 10-3 4.3 34 8-9 3.1
113 17-6 93 14-6 2 8.5 73 11-9 5.9 53 10-2 4.3 33 8-8 3.1
112 17-4 92 14-4 8.4 72 11-8 5.8 52 10-1 4.2 32 8-7 3.1
111 17-2 91 14-1 8.2 71 11-7 5.7 51 10-0 4.1 31 8-6 3.0
110 17-0 90 13-11 8.1 70 11-6 5.7 50 9-11 4.1 30 8-5 3.0
109 16-10 89 13-9 7.9 69 11-5 5.6 49 9-11 4.0 29 8-4 2.9
108 16-8 88 13-7 7.8 68 11-4 5.5 48 9-10 4.0 28 8-3 2.9
107 16-6 87 13-5 7.6 67 11-3 5.4 47 9-9 3.9 27 8-2 2.8
106 16-5 86 13-3 7.5 66 11-2 5.3 46 9-8 3.9 26 8-1 2.8
105 16-3 85 13-1 7.4 65 11-1 5.2 45 9-7 3.8 25 8-0 2.8
104 16-2 84 12-11 7.2 64 11-0 5.1 44 9-6 3.7 24 7-11 2.7
103 16-0 83 12-10 7.1 63 10-11 5.0 43 9-5 3.6 23 7-10 2.7
102 15-11 10.0 82 12-8 7.0 62 10-10 4.9 42 9-4 3.6 22 7-8 2.6
101 15-9 ' 9.8 81 12-7 6.8 61 10-9 4.8 41 9-3 3.5 21
20
7-6
7-5
2.6
2.6
1 Grade defined as in the table in the Directions for Administering.
2 Arithmetic ages above this point are extrapolated values.
To the Examiner. Do not administer this test without first reading carefully the Directions for Administering.
Test Score
Arith.
Age
School
Grade
Arith. Reas.
Arith. Comp.
Total (Average) Arith. 1
i
i
1 The Total Arithmetic Score is the average of the scores on the
two tests.
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TEST 1. ARITHMETIC REASONING New Stanf. Arith. V
No. Rt.
Sec
DIRECTIONS: Find all the answers as
quickly as you can. Write the answers on the
dotted lines. Use the margins to figure on.
1 Charles has 6 brown rabbits and 5
white ones. How many rabbits has he?
Answer ....
2 At a school picnic 9 boys and 15 girls
went swimming. How many went
Answer
3 Jim has 3 marbles, John has 8, and
Bill has 9. If they put them all together,
how many will there be?
Answer
4 A hen had 9 chicks but 3 of them died.
How many were left? A3 Answer
5 Alice gathered 18 roses and took a
dozen of them to a friend. How many
did she keep? A1 Answer
6 What is the cost of 3 boxes of dates
at 21 cents a box?
Answer.
7 A freight train had 16 cars. Seven of
them were box cars. The others were
flat cars. How many flat cars were there?
Answer
8 There were 100 people at a school play
in the afternoon and 150 in the evening.
How many people went to the two per-
formances? AAnswer
9 Three boys together gathered 21
bushels of walnuts. If they shared them
equally, how many bushels did each boy
^C
' Answer
Bob bought a dozen handkerchiefs
How much did he
Answer.
Mr. Jones bought a new car for $975.
The dealer allowed him $325 for his old
car. How much did he have to pay in ad-
dition to the allowance for the old car?
Answer
10
at the rate of 3 for $1.
pay for them?
n
Go right on to the next column.
12 Sarah sleeps ten hours every night.
If she goes to sleep at nine o'clock, when
does she wake up?
Answer
13 A man paid the street-car fare for
himself and two friends. If the fare is
7 cents, how much change should he
receive from a half dollar?
Answer
14 How many pounds of popcorn will be
needed to plant a 30-acre field if 6 lb.
are needed for one acre?
Answer
15 Jack had no marbles so he bought as
many 3-cent marbles as he could get for
15 cents and then Tom gave him 2 more.
How many did Jack have then ?
Answer
16 Mrs. Fox started a savings account
by depositing $85. The next month she
deposited $75. A few days later she
drew out $40. What was her balance in
the bank?
Answer
17 A class gave a candy sale and made
$23 with which they wish to buy a pic-
ture. The picture costs $30 and the 20
pupils in the class decide to share the
rest of the cost equally. How much will
it cost each?
Answer
18 In each 21 pounds of milk there is a
pound of milk sugar. How many pounds
of milk sugar are there in 1806 lb. of
milk?
Answer
19 A camping party took 12^ lb. of
bacon for a 5-day trip. How much did
that allow for each day?
Answer
20 Jim has 20 cents to spend for marbles.-
He is going to buy 2 at 3 cents each and
spend the remainder for 2-cent marbles.
How many will he get altogether?
Answer
Go right on to the next page.
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New Stanf. Arith. V TEST 1. ARITHMETIC REASONING—Continued 3
21 When oranges are 2 for 5 cents, how
many can I buy for 60 cents ?
Answer
22 Milk sells at 12 cents a quart. At this
rate, how much will 12 gallons cost?
Answer
23 When $1.50 will buy 5 lb. of mixed
nuts, how much will $2.40 buy at the
same rate?
Answer
24 Tom has just 4 weeks of vacation and
wishes to spend it in a city which it
takes two days to reach by train. How
many days can he spend in the city?
Answer
25 Frank gets 30 cents for every $1.50
magazine subscription that he sells.
What per cent is his commission?
Answer
26 A recipe for lobster salad read, "with
two cups of lobster meat use Y\ cup of
chopped celery." How much chopped
celery should be added to 5 cups of lob-
ster meat? Answer
27 A box of 12 dozen oranges cost a
dealer $4.80. He sold them at 50 cents a
dozen. How much gross profit did he
make on each dozen oranges?
Answer
28 A dealer profits 6 cents on a half-
dozen buttons. How many dozen must
he sell to make $12? Angwer
29 Jack pays 3 cents for a paper and sells
it for 5 cents. What per cent of the sell-
ing price is his profit? Answer
30 A man dug 60 bu. of potatoes from
.3 of an acre of ground. At this rate,
how many bushels should he get from
4 acres ? »Answer
31 A boy bought 300 oranges at $2.75
per hundred and sold all of them at the
rate of 3 for 10 cents. How much did
he make if we ignore the cost of doing
business? Answer
Go right on to the next column.
32 A boy made a motor-boat trip in Zy2
hours when traveling at the average rate
of 6 miles an hour. If he had increased
his rate by one mile an hour, how long
would it have taken him?
Answer
33 Mrs. Jackson bought 10 shares of
Golden Oil at par ($50). No dividends
were paid, and at the end of two years
she sold for $23 a share. Not counting
brokerage charges and interest, how
much had she lost?
Answer
34 A tennis court is 36 feet wide and 78
feet long. How many yards is it around
the court?
Answer
35 A recipe calls for 5 lb. of white flour
to 3 lb. of graham flour. How much
white flour must be used to make 16 lb.
of such a mixture?
Answer
36 What does one dollar compounded
annually at 10 per cent amount to in
2 years?
Answer
37 A man loaned a friend $300. In a
year and 8 months the money was re-
turned with $30 interest. What rate of
interest was paid?
Answer
38 A ladder is standing against a wall
in such a way that the base is 12 ft. from
the wall and the top of the ladder is
16 ft. from the ground. How long is the
ladder?
Answer
39 What is the cost of insuring a build-
ing valued at $24,000 if it is insured for
80 per cent of its value at the rate of 15
cents per $100 of insurance?
Answer
40 A boy made $1.60 by buying apples at
6 for 8 cents and selling them 3 for 8
cents. How many did he sell?
Answer
End of Test 1. Look over your work.
TEST 2. ARITHMETIC COMPUTATION—Concluded New Stanf. Arith. V
(49)
The graph below shows, year by year, the
amount of $1.00 invested at 4% interest
compounded annually.
8: 1.00 2 34 56789 10
NUMBER OF YEARS
12 13 14 15
What is a dollar worth at the end of the 12th year?
Answer =
(50)
Find the average of
7.53
9.47
8.63
9.02
11.10
(51)
2 ) 3 yd. 2 ft. 4 in.
(52)
Multiply
6794
4008
(53)
Multiply
-6 "
+ 4
(54)
(4) 3 =
(55) (56) (57)
Add Find the volume of Principal = $150
7 x
z
this cylinder. Rate = 7 %
4 x io
'
^
Time 1 yr. 6 mo.
Find amount due at
maturity.
Volume = Answer =
(58)
Find the length of
side MN.
MN =
(59)
Write this expression in the
simplest form:
-30y+ ( -6y)
Answer =
(60)
write the formula for h.
h =
End of Test 2. Look over your work.
Number right
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TEST 2. ARITHMETIC COMPUTATION New sunt. And,, v
DIRECTIONS: Get the answers to these examples as quickly as you can without making mistakes Lookcarefully at each example to see what you are to do. B xes. l
Begin here.
(!) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Add Add Add Subtract Add
6 5 7 8 17
1 0 4 3 5
3
5
(6 ) (7) (8) (9)
Subtract Subtract Add
12 16 37
5 4 2X5= 41
26
55
(10) (11) (12) (13)
Subtract Subtract Add
1 5 765 26890
9 3 27 2 )~8 5 8475
43261
(14) (IS) (16) (17)
Multiply
253 0X4= 10-2= and remainder
6 8)59
(18) (19) (20) (21)
Add Subtract
24 5 32 1 2 9f58"
12% 34563 2)15.8
(22) (23)
Multiply
% of 1 5 6 = 4 7 89
76
(24) (25)
Subtract
6 2y3 9/ioX 2/3 =
37%
Go right on to the next page.
foewStanf.Arith.v TEST 2. ARITHMETIC COMPUTATION—Continued 5
(26)
% X %
(27)
-Add
%
%
(30)
Subtract
%
%
(31)
Add
3 6%
3 2 3/io
(28)
Subtract
4 2%
28%
(29)
Add
3 8%
2 7 Ko
(32)
% - %
(33)
% - %
(34) (35) (36) (37)
Subtract
66% 29 ) 4 6 5 4~5~ % X 10/n = 58.2 5 - 2.9
5 8 %
(38) (40) (41)
Multiply (39) Add
6 5.84 % + % + % = %
5.06 %o
25)11
(43) (44) (45)
Subtract Subtract
(42) 2 0 5 % 2 12 3/io v6.) 3 6 2.4
8 5 % 3 9 %
9/l0 X %B =
Turn the page and go right on.
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